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JCU hosts most
successful
Community Day ever
Jill M. Jasinski
Staff Reporter
Blue sk ies, warm weather, and the promise of a good start
to a new foot ball season made for the best turnout in recent
yea rs to the john Carroll University Community Day held
Saturday.
Nearly 300 people from Umversity Heights, Cleveland
Heights, Shaker Heights and surrounding areas took advantage of the free football game as they came out to watch the
JCU Blue Streaks take on the Golden Knights of Ga nnon
University.
Poor weather had beeG a problem in past Community
Days, said Bobbi Bokman, director of public relations atjCU.
"We had horrible rain the first time and had to move inside,
and last year it was freezing," Bokman said.
For this, the third annual Community Day, co-sponsored
by Sun Newspapers and WUJC -FM, Bokman said, "We definitely had a better turnout with the better weather."
The improved turnout was a good sign for jerry Sheehan,
dtrector of public affairs at john Carroll, who said that the
goal of Commumty Day is w bnng attention w jCU from
people hvmg in Umverstty Heights and surrounding areas.
"We want to encourage them to attend games and visit
campus, a nd also to show our goodwill and appreciation for
their support," Sheehan sa id.
In addition to the free game ticket available in the Sun
Newspapers, community members received coupons for free
hot dogs, beverages and also chances to win several door
pri zes, includi ng a WUJC gym bag, a JCU t-shirt, bookstore
gtft certificates and seats to two educational lecture series
see COMMUNITY, page 2

From Priests to Parties
Jesuits playing hacky-sack and dlillin' on toe sun deck? Hendrix blasting from
the priests' rooms? Girls sleeping over? Late night parties?
Uh, no. Students moved in last week to Rodman Hall, the long-time home of
John Carroll's Jesuit priests.

New Jesuit house months
behind expected completion
Denise Glaros
News Edt tor
Wiring hangs from ceilings and fixtures,
insulation protrudes from exposed walls,
and floors lay bare in the new jesuit residence house that the university expected to
have completed around mid-july.
Now, mid -October has become the target

date for its completion.
Due to the house on Miramar Boulevard
being unfinished , the nine jesuits supposed
to live there were forced to find temporary
housmg either on or off campus. Their old
living quarters, Rodman Hall, is being used
as a dorm for upperclass students this year

see HOUSE, page 2

The Jesuit residence on Miramar Boulevard is still under construction,
despite its mid-July expected completion date.

Dismembered chicken found
throughout library
Denise Glaros
News Editor
Olga Griffin, a workstudyemployee at Grasselli
Librar y, thought she was
just putting away another
magazme. But rather than
being greeted by a back ISsue of Time or Newsweek,
she found a dead chicken
lying on the periodicals
rack.
"It was the last thing [
expected,especiall y smce it
wasonlymysecond day of
work," Griffin said.
Griffin, a freshman,
rushed · to tell some coworkers about her discovery.
"I knew something was
wrong when l walked into
work because it smelled really bad." said Steve
Capuozzo. a sophomore at
john Carroll and student
worker in Grasselli's periodicals section.
"It smelled kind of fishy,"
said Ruth Stanislawski, a
sophomore also working in
periodicals at the time.
The chicken, described
as store-bought, ungutted
and missing some body
parts, was discovered
around 11:30 a.m. Tuesday

and was taken away by
housekeeping after library
officials and security were
notified.
just when they thought
the ordeal was over,
Capuozzo and another coworker found a part of the
chicken a couple of hours
later.
It was "a big chunk of
either a breast or a thigh,"
Capuozzosaid, found in an
unused microfilm reader in
periodicals. Theywereputtmg things away in that
area when the odor resurfaced and a part appeared.
"!thought to myself, not
again," Capuozzo said.
At around 3 p.m ,
Capuozzo went to punch
out and just before he left,
he mentioned to the reference librarian that he and
another co-worker found a
piece of the chicken a little
while ago.
The librarian said she
had smelled something in
a meetmg room earlier.
Theywereoff to investigate.
Capuozzo, two hbrartans, and Gorman Du£fett,
director of Grasselli, immediately began sniffing
around the room and found

another piece of rhe puzzle.
In the back of a filing cabJnet,the team discovered the
neck and a liver or kidney
belonging to the chicken,
Capuozzo said.
At that point,Capuozzo
said to himself, "This is too
weird. I'm our of here."
Later that afternoon ,
Capuozzo said he learned
that at least one more
chicken part was found .
Duffett said that in addition to the two parts
found in period1calsand the
one in the filing cabinet,
they also found another
piece in a map cabinet and
a fifth in a reader printer.
Stanislawski
and
Capuozzo said that they
believe the chicken's legs
are still missing and possibly the wings.
Sgt. Dale Blaess of campus security declined to
comment on the incident.
"It was an interesting
day at work, l can say that
much," Stanislawski said.
"Actually, l couldn't stop
laughing when it happened."
Duffett said security
would look into this "disgusting, aberrant act."
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HOUSE
continued from page 1
because It was assumed that the
home would be done.
Present! y, these nine jesuits are
livmgin dorms, in Gesu,orin one of
the three umversity owned homes
on Carroll Boulevard.
"It's really been an inconvemence
for everyone." said Fr. Peter j. Fennessy, Sj., rector of the jesuit community. "I don't think anythmg has
been completely done."
"We've had labor and material delivery problems," said John Reali,
vice president of servicesforjCU and
overseer of the projec1.
Fennessy attributes the delay to
the high amount of rain this past
spring.deliveryof itemsarrivinglate
and University Heights City
Council's concerns about the house.
Debates about the house being too
tall. a proposed parking ban being
placed on Miramar because of it and
a possible decrease in property values of surrounding houses surfaced
bet ween 1he city and the university,
impeding the project.
Despite the unforeseen problems,
noone within thejesuitcommunity
has really com plamed about it, Fennessy said.
"It has to be done," said Fr. Francis
Smith, SJ., English lecturer and one
of the persons planning w live m the
new home "It's a little inconvenient
but it's not like we're go:ng w freeze
or starve w death"
When completed, Reali said the
new Jesuit house will be "stunning."
Planning for the two-story red
brick house accented by white sid-

COMMUNITY
continued from page 1.
taking place at]CU later in rhe yeac
Res idents of the community,
young and old, seemed to enjoy the
game, whichjCU won 23-9.
"Before uxlay, I hadn't been here
in a long ume." said janice Wood, of
University He1ghts, who sat in the
first row at the 50-yard line with her
grandn1ecejasmmc Primous.
"But now, I dunk I'll come back
again," Wood said, while Primous
nodded in agreement.

Do you waste
half of your
time?
We do, but we still
have time for the
Carroll News.

You can tool
Come to our meeting:

Wednesday, Sept. 17
7 p.m. SAC Room

ingand taking up three plots of land
began in Sept. 1994, mainly because
the head of the Jesuits in Detroit,
Mich., Fr. joseph Daoust, SJ., suggested they begin thinking about
how the jesuits wanted to live in the
next lO years
Since the jesuits had been living
in Rodman for over 50 years, they
perceived a change as wonhwhile.
In addition, about 16 Jesuit universities have already completed
such a project, Fennessy said.
Furthermore, with the realization
that they were taking up valuable
space at JCU, the jesuits voted almost unanimously to leave, Fennessy
added.
There were about 20 unused
rooms in Rodman and a lot of
unutilized space, whereas the new
house has only the necessary amount
of space and promotes a tight-knit
relationship among the jesuits.
The 14-bedroom house which is
being constructed under the direction of general contractors, Seuffert
Construction Co., Inc., on Lorain Rd.,
will be complete with private bathrooms, a chapel, living room , parlor,
dining room, meeting room, kitchen
and laundry room. Other rooms to
be used for reading, watching television and additional activities are
scattered throughout the house,
which cost $2 million.
Donationsfromtwoalumnianda
private organization paid for the
house, because no money from the
budget or regular donations to the
university could be used.
"If we live closer together, work
closer together, we can better serve
the university," Fennessy said.
"What was lack ing in the past was
some kind of way to work with the
community on an informal basis,"
Bokman said. "This is a more friendly
and fun way to relate to the community."
Other community mem bers,such
asJamesRukoskyand Frank Borally,
had more planned for Community
Day than just having a good time.
Rukosky is running for University
Heights City Council and Borally, a
1992 john Carroll graduate, is running for mayor of University Heights
in the upcoming election. Both used
the event as an opportun ity to meet
voters.
"It is important for the university
and the city to work hand-in-hand,"
Rukosky said. "We need to find out
how the city can help Carroll and
how Carroll can help the city."
Borally added that Community
Day was a good place to make that
connection.
Fifty-year University Heights
resident, Kivin Langman, who won
the grand prize of two seats to a great
writer lecture series, recognized the
importance of establishing a relationship between the community
and the university.
Langman called Carroll a "firstrate university," and added that the
"hot dogs were first rate too."

"Back-to-School"
For your college dorm or ott-campus 17ouse...

CEDAR CENTER HARDWARE
Loeb
Lumber
Shower Curtains
Sclees11
Poster Puddy

PlctuN Hooks
Fans
Drying Racks
Surge SuPPI esson
Key CUtting

lOOk OFF with your college 1.0. thru Sept. 30. 1997
Hours: Mon.thru Fri. 9 a.m-8 p.m. Sat 9a.m.-5 p.m. ·sun.IO am.-5 p.m.

13927 Cedar Road, South Euclid 932·HDWR (4397)
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Rombalski to review policies with students,
enforce some more strictly

The Carroll News
CN has created our brand new
slogan. "For You. A bout You
By You"
·
The purpose of thtsslogan
IS two-fold One pur pose is to
remmd you, the student body,
faculty /staff and community,
that the CN IS written each
week with you in mind.
The articles on these pages
are wntten to serve your best
~merest (For You) by informIng you about the rh ings that
you are Involved in and that
affect you most (A bout You),
and they are written by your
fellow students, with an invitation to each andeveryoneof
you to contribute to this newspaper in some way (By You).
The second purpose of our
newsloganistoremind us, the

staff of the CN, that in everything we write , our goal is to
keep all of that in mind.
In the past , the CN slogan
has been "The Whole Story"
The CNwillcontinue to investigate and report the whole
story, because that IS one of
purnalism's most important
functions.
But, this year, we hope to
give an added touch to the
whole story, by truly making
sure that every aspect of th is
newspaper is "For You. About
You. [a ndl By You."
The staff of the Carroll News
wishcsto remind you that we want
you 10 be a part of our staff, or send
input and contributions to us via
e-mail, where we can be reached at
CARROU.NEWS@jcvaxajcu.edu.

!For ~ou. J2Lbout You. 'By ~ou.
College students win big in
Balanced Budget Bill
Jerry Sheehan
major provisions of the bill
Director of JCU Public Affairs
that pertain to JCU students
College students and their par- and their families:
ents were big winners in the balNew Tax Law's Provisions
anced budget bill that Congress forjCUStudentsand Families:
passed in August, and President
Bill Clinton signed into law.
A Summary
Changes in tax law should
amount to about $40 billion of
Tax Credits:
aid to students and rheir fami ltes
over the next five years.
• "Hope" Scholarship: This
The ta x benefits will make new provision provides for up
college more affordable in the fu - to a $1,500-a -year tax credit for
ture for most students and their the first two years of college.
families,especially those who at- The credit is worth 100 pertend private colleges and univer- cent of the first $1,000 that a
sities, such asJohn Carroll, where student spends on tuition and
tuition is not subsidized by stare fees, and 50 percent of th e secgovernments.
ond $1 ,000. There is a graduTo assist lower income stu- ated reduction of the tax credit
dents a nd families who may not for indiv iduals in higher inbe able to take full ad vantage of co me brackets. For single taxsome of the new tax-related ben- payers, the phase-out range is
efits, Congress said it plans to in- $40,000 to $50,000. For taxcreasefundingforPellGrantsand payers filing joint returns. it is
Supplemental Educational Op- $80,000 to $100,000. The
portunity Grants later this year.
credit is applicable to tuition
JCU president Rev. john Shea, paid and classes started after
SJ, and other representatives of January 1,1997. Students must
john Carroll contacted mem hers be enrolled at least half -time
of Ohio's Congressional delega- to be eligible.
tion throughout the spring and
• "Lifelong Learning" Tax
summer to urge support for tax
Credit This new provision
relief for students and parents.
The university was active in a provides an annual tax credit
national lobbying campaign led that can be taken after the first
by the National Association of two years of college (see Note).
Independent Colleges and Uni- The credi t will be -worth 20
versities, the Association ofjesuit percent of up to $5,000 spent
Colleges and Universities, and on tuition and fees through
2002 (i.e., maximllm $1,000
other groups.
credit), and 20percentof up to
The new benefits fall into one $10,000 spent in each year
thereafter (i.e., maximum
of four categories:
$2,000 credit). The phase-out
1.)
Tuition tax credits that schedule is the same as that for
may be deducted from federal in- the HOPE Scholarship. The
credit will be applicable to tucome tax owed;
2.)
Deductions from gross ition paid and classes started
income for interest on college after july 1,1998. (Note The
loans and for employer-paid tu- Lifelong Learning Tax Credit
can be taken as an alternative
ition;
3.) Tax exemptions for loans to the HOPE Scholarship during the first two years of colto students that are forgiven in
lege, but for most taxpayers
return for community service;
4.) Penalty-free withdraw- this is less beneficial.)
als and tax-sheltered savings reDeductions from
lated to IRA accounts that are
Taxable Income:
used for college expen~s.
The followingsummarizes the

•

Deduction of Student
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New Dean of Students arrives

Refocusing:
Kristen Schneidler
Managing Editor
h's about more than just
color photos, new fonts and a
re-designed mast head logo.
[t's about more than JUSt the
different look you can see as
you glance through our pages
this week.
And it's about more than
just the whole new staff who
has worked to create this innovative look.
This year's Carroll News
will be like no Carroll News
you've read before. Creative
ideas, redefined goals and a
fresh outlook for john Carroll
University's one and only student newspaper have arrived.
The changes this year are
about you. And that is why the

NEWS
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Loan Interest: This provision partially restores a deduction allowed prior to 1986.
It will allow borrowers to deduct from their adjusted gross income the interest they pay on student loans over the first 60
months of loan repayments..
maximum deduction allow-e""'-0!/!!lloi
will be $1.000 in 1998 and will
rise in $500 increments to $2,500
in 2001 and thereafter. The deduc tion is subject to a phase-out
schedule: For single taxpayers, the
phase-out range is $40,000 to
$55,000; for joint-filers, $60,000
to $75,000.
• Employer-Paid Tuition Assistance: This provision extends
for three years( until May 31,2000)
a deduction for undergraduate,
working students whose em players provide tuition aid.
The maximum annual deduction is $5,250. The deduction for
graduate education has been
eliminated.

Student-loan Forgiveness:
• Thisnewprovisionexcludes
from a student's taxable income
the value of outstanding institutionalloans that are forgiven by a
college in exchange for community service.

Dean of Students Patrick Rombalski

Dean's letter to
students:
Dear Student:
It ism y pleasure to welcome you to John Carroll University
for what promises to be another year of learning and explorauon. As many of you know, this is my first year as the Dean of
Students. And so it is with increased excitement that 1 look
forward to serving the Universi ty and its many constituencies:
students, faculty, parents, neighbors, staff. etc.
As the Dean oJ Studenbi, I ralce.,.meular inlerest in what
decisions students are making in order to further their education or, in some cases, to harm their education. !encourage eac h
of you to make decisions which, in the end, help you to achieve
your education. Good decisions might involve getting to know
faculty, participating in leadership opportunities, serving the
1m poverished, maintaini nga strong involvement with your faith
hfe, etc. Bad decisions involve abuse of alcohol, harmful behavior to yourself orothers,choosing not to engage in your a cad emICS, etc.
It is important for all of us to remember that john Carroll
University is both Catholic and jesuit. Both are the foundations
of our heritage and the strength from which we must proceed
1nto the future. What does it mean to receive your education at
john Carroll? You may know many different answers to this
question but my bias is this I believe you are here 10 receive your
educanon as a means to serving both God and those who are
unjustly treated in society.
I dedicate_ my time as Dean of Students to removing any
barners toth1s goal. I hope that each off you join in contin uing
to make thiscommunrtya umqueand positive experience. lask
that you reflect as of ten as possible on your decisions and how
they impact both yourself and others. lf you choose to do this,
you will have a very meaningful experience here filled with
learning, new friendships and unlimited opportunity.
1wish you all a very success[ ul year.

~for Expenses:
Patrie I! Romba!shi, Dean of Students
• Penalty-free Withdrawals
and Tax-sheltered Savings: This
new provision allows penaltyfreewithdrawalsfromlndividual
Retirement Accounts after January 1,1998 for college expenses.
lt also allows families to contribute up to $500 a year for each
child under 18intoa tax-sheltered
savings account if the proceeds
are used to pay for college.
The contributions are not deductible, but the interest and dividends that they earn in the account are tax-exempt.
The benef it phases out for
single taxpayers with adjusted
gross income between $95,000
and $110,000; for joint-filers' returns the range is $150,000 to
$160,000.

Assistant
News
Editor
Needed
Call The Carroll News

1711

Tom O'Konowitz
Editor-in-<:hiei
The new Dean of Student satjoh n
Carroll University said that he looks
forward to working with students
and effecting change.
Patrick Rombalski started his
new duties on August 11 after Rev:
Richard P. Salmi, SJ, vice president
of student affairs, announced the
appointment injuly
Rombalski , former director of
residence life at the University of
Scranton, is a graduate of Marquette
University and Iowa State University. According 10 a university
memorandum
from
Salmi
Rombalski is additionally the vic~
president of the jesuit Association
of Student Personnel AdministratOrs.
In his new position, Rom balski
said that he looks forward tothechallenges of the new position.
"My goals initially ares1mple," he
said. "I want to assess and to listen to
what the students have to say."
He said that he will attend student meetings and athletic events.

He plans on forming focus groups
wuh students to talk about their con•
cerns and challenges.
Already, Rombalski is in the processof forming a Pol icy Review Commince, of which students will be
members. He said that the goal of
the commi ttee is to "Evaluate policies wh1ch pertain to students .. and
to see which policies are appropriate, and whrch are outdated"
As for his own opinion on policies, Rom balski said that the univer·
sity has values, and that he views
policies as an extension of va 1ues.
He said that while unnecessary
policies should be removed, necessarypoliclesshould be enforced more
StriCt 1Y.
lie recognized that alcohol is
prevalent on every college campus
in the country, but he said that it
interferes with john Carroll's mission of education.
"We don't value people becoming
intoxicated," Rombalski said. "We
should send a strong message about
that."
He said that he will have a "hard

line" on alcohol and certain other
policies.
He also added that enforcement
of policies will be more consistent
than in the past.
Though such judicial matters are
a part of the Dean of Student's job,
Rombalski would also like to focus
on the service aspects of his job.
Overseemg the residence life, student
activltles and counseling departments, Rombal.ski hopes to ensure
good and direct service to students.
At the Student Union's summer
gathering, Rombalski spoke with
siUdem re-presentauves.
According to minutcsof the meetIng provided by the Student Union.
Rombalski showed interest in the
"funding dilemma" of student
groups, chartering of a Gay I Lesbian organizarion, revision of the
student handbook, the "loose" alcohol policy and rhe implementation
of a student acrivities fee.
Beginning his first year of a new
job at a new university, Rombalski
said he will proceed carefully and
slowly, while listening actively.

JCU introduces Catholic Studies Program
Chris Dlnda
Staff Reporter
Tack on another undergraduate
program to john Carroll's offerings,
as a new Catholic Studies Program is
making its way onto campus next
:;emester.

The Catholic Stud1es Program
will focus upon the contributions
made by Catholic intellectuals and
scholars throughout history.
This will not only give students a
better understanding of the Catholicfanh, but will also show students
the means by which the Catholic
faith can be interwoven with their
intellectual lives.
"The mission of the program is to
share the great wealth of the Catholic intellectual trad ition," said Dr.
Francesco Cesareo, director of the
Institute of Catholic Studies, which
oversees the development of the program.
"ln order for the tradition to be
passed on, it isessenrial to bring Catholicism into the intellectual mission of the University."
Once initiated, the Cathol ic Studies Program will show the ways in
which the Catholic faith has influenced culture throughou t history.
This influence, for example, includes
the an of the culture, social organization and political thought.
The program itself, which will
include a wide range of disciplines,
will not be affiliated with any de-

Sunny's Oulf Coast Orill
• Beachcomber buckets brimming with fresh seafood
•Cheeseburger in paradise-salads and sandwiches
• BBQ chicken & ribs
• Noontimer & night owl menus
• Snacks, starters and full liquor service
....,_.,.___,..., •College night every Tuesday from 9pm
until midnight in Sunny's back room

13915 Cedar Road, South Eucid, Ohio 44118
(216) 321-1226

partment.
Rather, students will be able to
take the classes for core credit or for
credit within their major.
The program will begin with a
[ew 5elect classe this spring. A hisOf)' CQUI
·
or ·
of Western Monasrtclsm and a literature course focusing on British
Catholic authors are just a few of the
hypothetical courses Cesareo mentioned.
The program will then expand
during the 1998-1999 sc hool year,
with an official concentration/minor possibly being offered.
The program, which developed
this past summer, marks a new di-

rection for Catholic education.
"Only about six to 12 programs
like this one exist in the country,"
Cesareo said.
In addnion to these, there are
another 20 to 25 universitief> at~I.Q

ucap~

gram.
Although still in itsdevelopmental stages, the Catholic Studies Program will provide an informallonal
session later this semester on the program.
In addition, Cesareo said that a
student committee may be formed
to give input for it.
"We want students to know that
it's coming," Cesareo said.
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HOUSE
continued from page 1
because a was assumed that the
home would be done.
Presently, these nine jesuits are
living m dorms, m Gesu,or in one of
the three unrverslly owned homes
on Carroll Boulevard
"It 's really been an inconvenience
for everyone." said Fr. Peter J Fennessy, Sj., rector of the Jesuit community. "I don't think anything has
been completely clone."
"We've had labor and material delivery problems," aid john Reali ,
vtce prestdenrof services forjCU and
overseer of the project.
Fennessy attributes the delay to
the high amount of rain this past
spring, deli very of itemsarriving late
and Universl!y Heights CHy
Council's concerns about the house .
Debates about the house being too
tall, a proposed parking ban bemg
placed on Miramar because of it and
a possible decrease in property values of surrounding houses surfaced
between the city and the untversity,
impeding the project.
Des pi tc the unforeseen problems,
no one within thejesuit community
has really complained about it, Fennessy said.
"It has to be done," satd Fr Francis
Smith, Sj., English lecturer and one
of the persons planning to live m the
new home. "lt'sa lutle inconvenient
but it 's not like we're go:ng to freeze
or starve to death."
When completed , Reali said the
new jesuit house will be "stunning."
Planning for the two-story red
bnck house accented by white sid-

COMMUNITY
continued from page 1
taking place atJCU later in tl1e year.
Res1den1s of 1he community,
young and old, seemed to enjoy the
game, whichjCU won 23-9.
"Before today, I hadn't been here
ina longtime,"saidJaniceWood,of
Unrversity Heigh ts, who sat m the
first row at the 50-yard Ime with her
grandnrece jasmine Primous.
"But now, lthmk I'Hcome back
again," Wood said, while Primous
nodded in agreement.

Do you waste
half of your
time?
We do, but we still
have time for the
Carroll News.

You can too!
Come to our meeting:

Wednesday, Sept. 17
7 p.m. SAC Room
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ingand taking up three plots of Land
began in Sept. L994, mainly because
the head of the jesuits in Detroa,
Mich., Fr. joseph Daoust, SJ., suggested they begin thinking about
how the jesuits wanted to live in the
next lO years.
Smce thejesmts had been livmg
in Rodman for over 50 years, they
perceived a change as worthwhile.
In addition, about 16 jesuit universities have already completed
such a project, Fennessy said.
Furthermore, with the realization
that they were taking up valuable
space at jCU, the jesuits voted almost unammously to leave, Fennessy
added.
There were about 20 unused
rooms in Rodman and a lot of
unutilized space, whereas the new
house hasonlythe necessary amount
of space and promotes a tight-knit
relationship among the jesuits.
The 14-bedroom house which is
being constructed under the direction of general contractors, Seuffert
Construction Co., Inc., on Lorain Rd.,
will be complete with private bath rooms, a chapel, living room, parlor,
dining room, meeting room, kitchen
and laundry room. Other rooms to
be used for reading, watching televiSIOn and additional activities are
scattered throughout the house,
which cost $2 million.
Donations from twoalumnianda
private organization paid for the
house, because no money from the
budget or regular donations to the
university could be used.
"If we h ve closer together, work
closer together, we can better serve
th e university," Fennessy said.
"What was lacking in the past was
some kind of way to work with the
community on an informal basis,"
Bokman said. "This is a more fri endly
and fun way to relate to the community."
Othercommunitymembers,such
asjamesRukosky and Frank Borally,
had more planned for Community
Day than just having a good time.
Rukosky is running for Umversity
Heights City Council and Borally, a
1992 john Carroll graduate, is running for mayor of University Heights
in the upcoming election. Both used
the event as an opportunity to meet
voters.
"It is important for the university
and the city to work hand-in-hand,"
Rukosky said. "We need to find out
how the city can help Carroll and
how Carroll can help the city."
Borally added that Community
Day was a good place to make that
connection.
Fifty-year University Heights
resident, Kivin Langman, who won
rhegrand prize of two seats to a great
writer lecture series, recognized the
importance of establishing a relationship between the community
and the university.
Langman called Carroll a "firstrate university," and added that the
"hot dogs were first rate too."

Back-to-School
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Rombalshi to review policies with students,
enforce some more strictly

The Carroll News
Kristen Schneidler
It's about more than just
color photos, new fonts and a
re-designed mast head logo.
It's about more than JUSt the
different look you can see as
you glance through our pages
this week.
And it's about more than
just the whole new staff who
has worked tocn~ate this innovative look.
This year's Carroll News
will be like no Carroll News
you've read before. Creative
ideas, redefined goals and a
fresh outlook for John Carroll
Universi ty's one and only student newspaper have arrived.
The changes this year are
about you. And that iswhythe

CN has created our brand new
slogan "For You. A bout You
By You"
The purpose oft his slogan
ts two-fold. One pur pose is to
remrnd you, the student body,
faculty/staff and community,
that the CN is written each
week with you in mind.
The articles on these pages
are wnlten to serve your best
interest (For You) by informing you abo ut the things that
you are Involved in and that
affect you most (A bout You),
and they are written by your
fellow students, With an invitation to each andeveryoneof
you tocontributeto this newspaper in some way (By You)
The second purpose of our
new slogan is to remind us, the

staff of the CN, that in everything we write, our goal is to
keep all of that in mind
In the past, the CN slogan
has been "The Whole Story·
The CNwill continue to mvestigate and report the whole
sto ry, because that is one of
journalism's most important
functions.
But, this year, we hope to
give an added touch to the
whole swry, by truly making
sure that every aspect of this
newspaper is "For You. About
You. [and I By You."
The staff of the Carroll News
wishes to remind you that we want
you to be a part of our staff, or send
input and contribution s to us via
e-nratl, where we can be reached at
CARROLLNEW @jcvaxaJcu.edu.

!for ~ou. .!llbout You. 'By ~ou.

College students win big in
Balanced Budget Bill
Jerry Sheehan
Director of JCU Public Affairs

College students and their parents were big winners in the balanced budget bill that Congress
passed in August, and President
Bill Clinton signed into law.
Changes in tax law should
amount to about $40 billi on of
aid toswdenrsand their families
over the next five years.
The tax benefits will make
college more affordable in the f uture for most students a nd their
families,especially those who at tend private colleges and universities,suchasjohnCarroll, where
tuinon is not subsidized by state
governments.
To assist lower income students and families who may not
be able to take full ad vantage of
some of the new tax-related benefits, Congress said it plans to increasefundingforPellGrantsand
Supplemental Educational OpportunityGrants later this year.
jCU president Rev. John Shea,
Sj., and other representatives of
John Carroll contacted members
of Ohio's Congressional delegation throughout the spring and
summer to urge support for tax
relief for students and parents.
The university was active in a
national lobbying campaign led
by the National Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities, the Association of jesuit
Colleges and Universities, and
other groups.
The new benefits fall into one
of four categories:
l.)
Tuition tax credits that
may be deducted from federal income tax owed;
Deductions from gross
2.)
income for interest on college
loans and for employer-paid tuition;
3.) Tax exemptions for loans
to students that are forgiven in
return for community service;
4)
Penalty-free withdrawals and tax-sheltered savings related to IRA accounts that are
used for college expen;;es.

Thefollowingsummarizesthe

major provisions of the bill
that pertai n to jCU students
and their families:
New Tax Law's Provisions
forJCUStudentsand Families:

A Summary
Tax Credits:
• "Hope" Scholarship: This
new provision provides for up
to a $1,500-a-yeartax creditfor
the first two years of college.
The credit is worth 100 percent of the first $1,000 that a
studemspendson tuition and
fees, and 50 percent of the second $1 ,000. There is a graduated reduction of the tax credit
for individuals in higher income brackets. For single taxpayers, the phase-out range is
$40,000 to $50,000. For taxpayers filing joint returns, it is
$80,000 to $100,000. The
credit is applicable to tuition
paid and classes starred after
januaryL,l997. Students must
be enrolled at least half-time
to be eligible.
• "Lifelong Learning" Tax
Credit: This new provision
provides an annual tax credit
that can be takenafterthe first
two years of college (see Note).
The credit will be worth 20
percent of up to $5,000 spent
on tuition and fees through
2002 (i.e., maximum $1,000
credit), and 20percentof up to
$10,000 spent in each year
thereafter (i.e ., maxim urn
$2,000 credit). The phase-out
schedule is the same as that for
the HOPE Scholarship. The
credit will be applicable to tuition paid and classes started
after July 1, 1998. (Note: The
Lifelong Learning Tax Credit
can be taken as an alternative
to the HOPE Scholarship during the first two years of college, but for most taxpayers
this is less beneficial.)

Deductions from
Taxable Income:

•

Deduction of Student
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Loan Interest: This provision partially restores a deduc tion allowed prior to 1986.
It will allow borrowers to deduct from their ad jus ted gross income th e interestthey pay on student loans over the first 60
months of loan repayments. The
maximum deduction allowed
will be $1,000 in 1998 and wtll
rise in $500 increments to $2,500
in 2001 and thereafter. The deduction is subject to a phase-out
schedule: For single taxpayers, the
phase-out range is $40,000 to
$55,000; for joint-filers, $60,000
to $75,000.
a Employer-Paid Tuition Assistance: Thi s provision extends
forthree years( until May 31,2000)
a deduction for undergraduate,
working students whose em players provide tuition aid.
The maximum annual deduction is $5,250. The deduction for
graduate education has been
eliminated.

Student-loan Forgiveness:
• This new provision excludes
from a student's taxable income
the value of outstanding institutional loans that are forgiven by a
college in exchange for community service.

Tom O'Konowitz
Edttor-in-Chtef

Dean of Students Patrick Rombalski

Dean's letter to
students:
Dear St udent:
It is my pleasure to welcom e you to john Carroll University
for what promises to be another year of learning and exploratlon. As many of you know, this is my first year as the Dean of
Students. And so it is with increased excitement that I look
fo rward to serving the University and its many constituencies:
students, faculty, parents, neighbors, staff , etc.

As the Dean of Students, I lake a particular interest in what
decisions students a re making in order to further their education or, in some cases, to harm their eel ucation. !encourage each
of you to make decisions which , in the end, help you to achieve
your education. Good decisions might involve getting to know
faculty, participating in leadership opportunities, serving the
impoverished, maintai ni nga strong involvement with your faith
life, etc. Bad decisions involve abuse of alcohol, harmful behavior to yourself orot hers, choosing not to engage in your academICS, etC.
It is important for all of us to remember that john Carroll
University is both Catholic and jesuit. Both are the foundatio ns
of our heritage and the strength from which we must proceed
into the future. What does it mean to receive your education at
John Carroll? You may know many different answers to this
question but my bias is this: I believe you are here to receive your
education as a means to serving both God and those who are
unjustly treated in soc iety.
I dedicate my time as Dean of Students to removing any
barriers to this goal. I hope that each off you join in continuing
to make thiscommuni ty a unique and positive experience. I ask
that you reflect as often as possible on your decisions and how
they impact both yourself and others. lf you choose to do this,
you will have a very meaningful experience here filled with
learning, new friendships and unlimited opportunity.
I wish you all a very successful year.

~for Expenses:
Patrick Rombalski , Dean of Students
• Penalty-free Withdrawals
and Tax -sheltered Savings: This
new provision allows penalty£ree withdrawals[ rom lndivid ual
Retirement Accounts after January 1, 1998 for college expenses
It also allows families to contribute up to $500 a year for each
child under 18intoa tax-sheltered
savings account if the proceeds
are used to pay for college.
The contributions are not deductible,but the interest and dividends that they earn in the account are tax-exempt.
The benefit phases out for
single taxpayers with adjusted
gross income between $95,000
and $110,000; for joint-filers' returns the range is $150,000 to
$160,000.

Assistant
News
Editor
Needed
Call The Carroll News
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The new Dean of St udenrsatjoh n
Carroll Universitysaid that he looks
forward to working Wllh students
and effecting change.
Patnck Rombalski started his
new duties on August ll after Rev
Richard P. Salm1, SJ, vice president
of student affairs, announced the
appointment in July.
Rombalski, former director of
residence life at the University of
Scranton, is a graduate of Marquette
University and Iowa State Unrversity. According to a univers!ly
memorandum
from
almi,
Rombalskt is additionally the vice
president of 1he jesuit Association
of Student Personnel Admimstrarors.
In his new posttion, Rombalski
said that he looks forward tothechallenges of the new position.
"My goals initial ly are simple," he
said. "I want to assess and to listen to
what the students have to say."
He said that he will attend student meetings and athletic events.

He plans on formmg focu groups
wnhstudemstotalk about their con·
cerns and challenges.
Already, Rombalski is in the processor forminga Policy Review Committee, of which students will be
members. He aid that the goal of
the committee ts to "Evaluate policies which pertain to students ...and
w see whtch polictes are appropriate, and which arc outdated"
As for his own opm1on on policies. Rom balsk1 said that the university ha values, and that he views
pohctes as an extension of values
He sa1d that while unnecc sary
policies hould he removed , nec es·
sary policiesshou ld he enforced more
strictly
He rccog111:ed that alcohol is
prevalent on every college campus
in the country, but he said that 11
interferes with John Carroll's mission of education.
"We don 't value people becom1 ng
intoxicated." Rombalski sa1d. "We
should send a strong message about
that."
He said that he will have a "hard

lrne·· on alcohol and certain other
policies
He also added that enforcement
of policies wtll be more consistent
than in the past.
Though such judicial matters are
a part of the Dean of Student's job,
Rombalski would also like to focus
on the service aspects of his job.
Overseeing the residence life, student
actiVIties and counseling departments, Rombalski hopes to ensure
good and direct service to students.
At the Student Union's summer
gathering, Rombalski spoke with
'>tudent representallves
Accordingtominutcsof the meet
mg provided by the Student Union
Rombalski showed interest in the
"fund mg dilemma" of student
groups, chanering of a Gay / Lesbian organtzation, revision of the
student handbook, the "loose" alcohol policy and the implementation
of a swdent activities fee.
Beginning h1s first year of a new
jOb at a new university, Rombalski
said he will proceed carefully and
slowly, whtle listening actively.

JCU introduces Catholic Studies Program
Chris Dlnda
Staff Reporter

Tack on another undergraduate
program to john Carroll's offerings,
as a newCatholicStudies Program is
making its way onto campus next

semester
The Catholic Studies Program
will focus upon the contributions
made by Catholic intellectuals and
scholars throughout history.
This will not onlygivestudentsa
better understanding of the Catholicfaith, but will also show students
the means by which the Catholic
faith can be interwoven with their
intellectual lives.
"The mission of the program is to
share the great wealth of the Catholic intellectual tradition," said Dr.
Francesco Cesareo, director of the
Institute of Catholic Studies, which
oversees thedevelopmentof the program.
"In order for the tradition to be
passed on, it is essential to bring Catholicism into the intellectual misSIOn of the University."
Once initiated, the Catholic Studies Program will show the ways in
which the Catholic faith has influenced culture throughout history.
Thisinfluence,forexample, includes
the art of the culture, social organization and political thought.
The program itself, which will
include a wide range of disciplines,
will not be affiliated with any de-

Sut1ray's kif Coast Grill
• Beachcomber buckets brinuning with fresh seafood
•Cheeseburger in paradise-salads and sandwiches
• BBQ chicken & ribs
• Noontimer & night owl menus
• Snacks, starters and full liquor service
~->'--"-....>-1 • College night every Tuesday from 9pm
until midnight in Sunny's hack room
\'-------"""--

13915 Cedar Road, South Euclid, Ohio 44118
(216) 321-1226

partment.
Rather, students Will be able to
take the classes for core credit or for
credit within their major.
The program w11l begin wtth a
few select classes this spring A hi r.ory cour
ng on he origins
of Western Monasticism and a literature course focusing on Briush
Catholic authors are just a few of the
hypothetical courses Cesareo mentioned.
The program will then expand
during the 1998-1999 school year,
with an official concentration/minor possibly being offered.
The program, which developed
this past summer, marks a new di-

rection for Cat hoi ic educatiOn.
"Only abou1 s1x to 12 programs
like this one extst in the country,"
Cesarco said.
ln addit ion to these. there are
anOLher 20 to 25 universities at
temptins co ublish u h a pro-

gram.
Although still in its developmental stages, the Catholic Studies Program will provide an informational
session laterthissemester on the program.
In addition, Cesareo said that a
student committee may be formed
to give input for it.
· we want students to know that
its coming," Cesareo said.
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Mother Teresa
1910-1997
Gore campaign fund -raising under investigation
Vice President AI Gore became the target of investigations from
Capi10l Hill and the j ustice Department last week. The focus Wlll
remain on his role in raising money for Democratic campaigns.
The controversy arose afterGore'sappearanceata fund-raiser at a
Buddhist temple andover hissohcirationof campa1gn funds using
White House phones A Republican on the SemHe committee
investiga ting this matter called on Gore to testify voluntarily
before a pa nel. AGore spokesperson said the Vice President has no
plans to testify before Congress at this ti me.

Space walk to investigate Mir begins
An American astronaut and a Russia ncosmonaut ventured outside
theMirspacestation late last week to find puncturescaused by the
collision be.rween the space station and a remote control supply
ship. The walk was the first chance for investigation of Mir's
damaged hullsincethecol l islononjune25. The Russian-American
team looked for holes and hoped to restore even more energy tha t
was lostafterthecollision byrealigningat least one of the module's
th ree undamaged solar pa nels. Although unable to fix anyoflhe
da mage immediately, the team gained valuable expenence to a id
in future exped itions.

Conspiracy theory surrounds Diana's fa tal accident
Conspiracy theories regarding the deaths of Princess Diana and
Dodi al-Fayed surfaced in several Egyptian newspapers and
magazines late last week. The Egyptian press claimed that the
royal [aimly disapproved of rhe love affair between the princess
and al-Fayed As a leading columnist for one news paper cla imed,
'British intelligence is behind the assassination of Diana and Dodi
because their love affair was a shock for the British roya l fa mily,
the med ia and public opinion in the United Kingdom."

Residents of Algeria arm themselves after massacre
Residents of a secluded neighborhood outside Algiers, Algeria
retreated behind barricades and armed themselves w ith hatchets
and knives early this week after attackers massacred at least 87
people last weekend. No one claimed responsibility for the
massacre, but idit the pattern of assaults by Islamic militants that
Ia unched an insurgency against Algeri a's military regime oven he
las r five years. The insurgency began when rhe Algerian arm y
canceled 1992 parliamentary elections that an Islamic group was
favored to win.

Mother Teresa after receiving an honorary rln ... t r ..,t·a
Humane Service from John Carroll University in 1978.

The Carroll News, September 11, 1997
Far away from the med1a spectacle in
London on Friday, Mother Teresa,87,dJed
quietly of heart failure in Calcutta.
Thousands of mourners hned the
streets to pay the1r respects to rhe most
visible sister of the Missionaries of CharIly, the order she founded in 1950.
Mother Teresa visitedjohn Carroll on
April 24, 1978 to receive an honorary
doctrate of Humane Service from the
university
In the crowded Kulas Auditorium,
Mothe r Teresa accepted th e honor m the
name of the poor, as she did wit h her
Nobel Prize, awarded in Decembe r, 1979.
"I accept th1s honor because in givmg
it to me, ac tually you are givmg it to Ithe
poor] You are recogn ismg right here in
t his u nive rsit y the presence of th e poor
a nd in their name I am grateful," sa id
Mot her Teresa.
Mothe r Teresa was born in w hat is
now Macedon ia in 1910. She began serving God ea rl y in her li fe and jmned the
Sisters of Loreto, a teaching order w ith
mission s in Bengal, at the age of 18. She
taught in several schools in the Calc ut ta
area for 17 years.
Due to illness, Mother Teresa retired
to the mou ntain vi ll age of Darjeeli ng in
1946. On herjour ney through the mountams, she rece ived a calling from God to
serve t he poor. "It was in the train I hea rd
the call to give up all and fol low Him to
the slum s to serve a mo ng the poorest of
the poor," she said.
After that, Mother Teresa devoted her
life to serving the poor, especiall y the
d yin g poor. Last year she operated more
than 500 m issio ns around the world.
Mother Teresa said in her 1978 speech
at Car roll , "For me t he greatest development of a human life is to d ie in peace
with God."
Certainly Mother Teresa is now at
peace wit h God.
-Sara E. Buss
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Bombing in jerusalem threatens peace accord
Efforts toward peace injerusalem areagai n halted after three nailstudded bombs carried by suicide bombers blasted through a
crowded pedestrian shopping mall Sept. 4 . The blast injured seven
people and wounded 200. Af ter the bombi ng, Pri me Mimster
Benjamm Netanyahu declared that Israel is no longer bou nd by
peace accords w1 th the Pa lestinians and will nor surrender large
portions of the West Bank by 1998, as once pledged.
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Gore campaign fund -raising under investigation
V1ce President AI Gore became the target of investigations from
Cap1tol Hill and the justice Department last week The focus will
remain on his role in raismg money for Democratic campaigns.
The controversy arose af terGore's appearance at a fund-raiser at a
Buddhist templeandoverhlsSOlicitationof campaign f undsusing
White I louse phones. A Republican on the Senate committee
investiga ting th is matter called on Gore to tesuf y voluntarily
before a panel. AGore spokesperson said the Vice President has no
plans to testify before Congress at this time.

Space walk to investigate Mir begins
AnAmericanastronautandaRussiancosmonautvemuredoutside
theMirspace stauon late last week to find punctures caused by the
collision between the space station and a remote control supply
ship The walk was the flrst chance for investigation of Mir's
damaged h ullsinee the collis10n onJune 25. The Russian-A merica n
team looked for holes and hoped to restore even more energy that
was lostaf terthe collision by realigning at least one of the module's
three undamaged solar panels. Although unable lO fix any of the
damage immedJately, the team gained valuable experience to aid
in furure expeditions.

Conspiracy theory surrounds Diana's fa tal accident
Conspiracy theories regarding the deaths of Princess Diana and
Dodi al-Fayed surfaced in several Egyptian newspapers and
magazines late last week. The Egyptian press claimed that the
royal faimly disapproved of the love affair between the princess
and ai-Fayed As a leading columnist for one newspaper claimed,
'British intelligence is behi nd the assassination of Diana and Dodi
because their love affair was a shock for the British royal family,
the media and public opinion in the Uni ted Kingdom."

Residents of Algeria arm themselves after massacre
Residents of a secluded neighborhood outside Algiers, Algeria
retreated behind barricades and armed themselves with hatchets
and knives early this week after attackers massacred at least B7
people last weekend. No one claimed responsibility for the
massacre,but itfitthe pattern of assaultsbylslamic militantsthat
Ia unched an insurgency against Algeria's military regimeoverthe
lasr five years. The insurge ncy began when rhe Algerian army
canceled 1992 parliamentary elections that an Islamic group was
favored to win.

Mother Teresa after receiving an honorary n n,r- +r.-,t·a
Humane Service from John Carroll University in 1978.

The Carroll News, September 11, 1997
Far away from the media spectacle in
London on Friday,MotherTeresa,87,died
quietly of heart failure in Calcutta
Thousands of mourners lined the
streets to pay their respects to the most
visible SISter of t heM issionaries of Charity, the order she founded 1n 1950 .
MotherTeresa visitedjohnCarrollon
April 24. 1978 to receive an honorary
doctrate of Humane Service from the
university.
In the crowded Kulas Auditonum,
Mother Teresa accepted the honor in the
name of the poor, as she did with her
obel Prize, awarded in December, 1979.
"!accept this honor because in giving
it to me, actually you are giving it to Ithe
poor!. You are recognising right here in
this university the presence of the poor
and in their name ! am grateful," sa id
Mothe r Teresa.
Mother Teresa was born in what is
now Macedonia in 1910. She began serving God early in her life and jOined the
Sisters of Loreto, a teachi ng order with
missions in Bengal, at the age of 18. She
taught in severa I schools in the Calcutta
area for 17 years.
Due to illness, Mother Teresa retired
to the mountai n village of Darjeel ing in
1946. On her journey th rough the mountains. she received a ca ll ing from God to
se rvethepoor. "It was in the train I heard
the ca ll to give up all and follow Him to
the slu ms to serve among the poorest of
the poor," she said.
After that, Mother Te resa devoted her
life to serving the poor, especiall y the
dying poor. Last yea r she ope rated more
than 500 miss ions around the world.
Mother Teresa sa id in her 1978speech
at Car roll, "For me the greatest development of a huma n li fe is to die in peace
with God."
Certainly Mother Teresa is now at
peace with God.
-Sara E. Buss
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Bombing in jerusalem threatens peace accord
Effonstoward peaceinjerusalemareagain halted after three nailstudded bombs carried by suicide oombers blasted through a
crowded pedestrian shopping mall Sept. 4. The blast injured seven
people and wounded 200. After the bombing, Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu declared that Israel is no longer bound by
peace accords with the Palestinians and will not surrender large
portions of the West Bank by 1998, as once pledged.

BAR

WorldB riefs we reco mpiled by Meaga n Ly nch,World Ne wsEditor,
with the aid of wire sources.
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Princess Diana
1961

MTV Awards Rock the Music World

1997

ComingAttractions
The Fruit of the Loom Country Comfort
Tour& Experience performance is coming
to the CSU Convocatton Center Saturday.
Sept. 20 at 7:00 pm Performers include Hank Wtlliams jr.,
Travis Trm, rhe Charlie Daniels Band and many more. TJCkets
are available at the Convocatton Center Box Office and all
Ticket master locations. Call (216) 241-5555 to order uckets.

Concerts

Museums

Westminster Abbey

Jessica Catto

ro The washtngt<m Post
W.hat was so hornfyingly
wrong with the story was that it
had rhe wrong en ding. Cmderella
died cruel ly and the ugly stepsisters lived . The huntsman killed
Snow Whtte and rhe wicked
stepmother's mtrror regrouped its
shattered sha rds and hung itself
back on the wall.

Commentary
Dia na'sdramati c dea th wast he
kind of shock that lets us know
that something more is happenIng in our heads and hearts than
ju t sympathy for a young life cut
short and for c hildren 's loss of a
lovtng mother. The fatry ta le
ended wtth heartbreak instead of
happmess, and it Js profoundly
disturbingand un culingin pans
of ourse Ivcs that we do not ord inartly connec t w11h th at have
nothtng to do wtth monarchies

Kensington Palace

Buckingham Palace

and mamagesand affatrsof state.
The German poet Schiller
wrote: "Deeper meaning resides in
the fairy tales told me in childhood than in the truth that is
taught by life." That explains the
media obsession, though of course
it does not absolve the foulness of
the photographers who prey and
do nothing to help injured people.
Real life and beau ti ful princesses do not usually find common ground, but Diana managed
to blend royal glamour wtth a caring warmth that captured imagi nations and sentiments in a truly
fairy tale combination. The terrible ending to this already sad
talc of the ex officio isolation of
Diana leavcsa strangeand unprecedented problem for the royal family. The reality ir faces isanyrhing
but a fairy tale and cou ld have an
equally unhappyendmg. The ugly,
hurtful fairytaleisover. Now the
gothic romance begms.
Dtana can notesca pe some form
of exaltation or apotheosis. That

is the fate of the radiant heroinereal or imagined-who dies tragically, and that is where the core of
romance lies. Cord eliaandjoanof
Arc, Antigone and Mary Queen of
Scots all died young and wen t
straight into our consciousness.
During the counsh ip, wedding
and births of the young princes,
the British embraced the young
Diana as sure] y as tf she had been
given them directly as a charming
gift from Hans Christian
Andersen. She waseverything the
rest of the royal family was not:
beautifu !,shy, winning,approachable and vulnerable.
Diana has already been elevated w a sort of modified En g! ish Evita, wnhou t,of course, the
checkered past and the financial
maneuvers. The fact that Diana
was-fairly or unfairly-perceived
to have been given short shr ift by
the royal family during and after
the divorce now will serve to put
the family tn the positton of the
cold-hearted stepsister and step-

Pnnces Harry, left, and William

motheroflegend ., hey are not, by
nawre, training and tradit ion , a
warm and cuddly lot. Now the
princess, who might have, in life,
drifted into a mild and friendly
middle age, is an icon and a threat
to the mona rchy more fo rmidable
in death than she was as a living
ex-member of the royal family.
Psychoanal ysts te ll us that
when a fairy tale does not resolve
itself in the happiness and fulfillment of the permanent union of
prince and princess, we are deprived of the ultimate harmony
and consolation of the happy ending. Nowonderthe British and the
rest of us with the same cultural
sym bois are discomforted . The
rules by whtch we were consoled
as hildren are rent, and we are
left abandoned in an ancient part
of our minds.
What follows the baleful fatry
tale for solace is the uplifting romance of a tender life-stopped
before age and mundanity settled
over it. The royal fam il y has, in a

metaphorical sense, been robbed
of its inherited and mystical compass; its sanctioned ability to reassure has been dealt a devastating
blow With television as the mod ern-day troubadour of the romantic tradition , the fable of the heroine grows da iIy and gat hers power,
the powers of royaltydiminish and
its road ahead grows less defined.
Those in the royalenclavecon fronta historicchallengethatonly
the very talented and committed
canachieve:Theymustchangethe
way in which they relate to the
people of their country-no small
order. If they do not in some part
change the manner in whtch they
interact with their"subjects," they
will slowly drift into eclipse.
The fa try tale, the tragedy, now
the romance of Diana have
changed the monarchy, and if the
royal family cannot intuit that its
future is inextricably intertwined
with a legend for our times in the
form of Diana, the 'People 's Princess,' it faces obsolescence.

Chlc~go

Susan Mallek
Assistant Entertainment Editor

The best in the music video
industry were honored at the 1997
MTV Video Music Awards, which
aired live from Radio Ci t y Music
Hall in New York City on Thursday, September 4. The ceremony,
which was hosted by ex-Saturday Night Live member Chris
Rock, honored only those videos
that had aired on MTV and no
other music stations.
The big winnersof the even in g
were Beck andjam iroquat. Beck
took home five awa rds, includ ing
"Best Male Video"for"Devi l's Haircur"a nd"Besr Direction ina Video"
for "The New Pollution", winning
over such artists as nine inch nails,
Missy 'Misdemeanor' El liott , and
•...__ _...t..._.... Smashing
Pumpkins.
jam troquat won four awards, including "Best Video of the Year"
for 'V irtual lnsanny', beating out
Beck, Jewel, nine inch nails and
No Doubt.
Other winners included jewel ,
who won "Best Female Video" for
"You Were Meant For Me", No
Doubt, who won "Best Group
Video"for"Don't Spea k"and Fiona
Apple, who won "Best New Artist
in a Video" for "Sleep to Dream."
Emotions ran high when the Notorious B.l.G. won "Best Rap Video"
posthumously for the song "Hypnotize."
The 'Best Dance Video" went to
the Spice Girls for "Wannabe"and
Aerosmith took home the 'Best
Rock Video" for 'Falling In Love
(Is Hard On the Knees)."
MTV viewers chose Prodigy's
vtdeo 'Breathe' over Jewel , Puff
Daddy and The Family, Spice
Girls and The Wallflowers for the
'Vtewer's Chotce Award."
The show was mainly drive n
by a ser ies of perfor mances, including Beck, Jamiroquai, Jewel,
Lil ' Kim (featuring Da Brat, Missy

Now Hiring

WIT H COLLEGE ID
DRIVERS LICENSE REQUIRED

575-0600

BABY -B\JDWEI5ER FO\JR-PAK ONLY !5

Record1ng CompAny

Smashing Pumpkins: ''The End Is The Beginning Is No Doubt: The group was nominated for "Best
The End" was nominated for four awards.
Group Video" and "Best Video of the Year".

Noggin's
Restaurant
RawBar&Pub
(216) 752-9280

18&0VER

7

Servers,H~

Dishwashers. Full or Part
Tnne. Flexible Scheduling
20110 VanAken Boulevard
(Intersection of Chagrin, Van
Aken and Warrensville)

Crawford, Neve Ca mpbell, Sarah
jessica Parker, Kev in Bacon,
janeane Garofalo and Meredith
Brooks.
Another high light of the show
was when MTV honored veteran
rap artist LL Cool] with a Video
Vanguard Award . Among the
rapper's ach ievementsare the fact
that he was the first rap arttst to
h it #I on Billboard's Black Singles
chart and the first rap artist lO
accumulate five consecuuve
platinum-plus selling albu ms,
four gold sing les and over 13 million worldwide album sales.
Al1 111 all, the night and the
ceremony were representative of
what theMTVaudience felt is the
best of whar ts gomg on in the
video music industry.

'Misdemeanor' Elliott, Lisa 'Left
Eye' Lopes and Angie Martinez),
Marilyn Manson, Spice Girls and
U2. Some of the highlights of the
night were a surprise appeara nce
from Bruce Springsteen, who
joined The Wallflowers in the htt
so ng"One Headlight"and thejoin ingof Sting with Puff Daddy and
The Familyon"l'll Be Missing You,"
which samples The Police's "Every
Brea th You Take." Prodigy performed live via satellite from their
own hometown of Chelmsford, England.
There was also a star-studded
line of presenters. Among them
were Madonna, Mariah Carey,
Eltonjohn,janetjackson and Will
Smi th.
Others tars present were Cindy

Now featured at the Cleveland Museum of
Art is the exhibit jacques Bellange: 17th-

Century Printmaker
ofl.orraine. Bellange,
a master etcher, was
court painter to the
dukesof Lorraineand
the
most
was
important artist at
that time m Nancy,
the
capt tal
of
Lorraine Filled with
psy hological
drama, fony-t hreeof
Bellange's etchings
are on display
featuring religious
subjects as well as
different trades and
occupations.
Featured here is a
sample of his work, .__.......,......_.....,..=
The Death ofPorcia,anetchingof the wif eof Marcus Brut us. This
travehngexhibiuonof 16t hand 17thcenturyprint was organized
by the British Museum in London and will beondisplaythrough
October 26.
Cleve la nd Ballet Dancing Wheels present
the charming and inspinng story of The
Sorcerer's Apprentices. The premiere
performance isSatu rday,Sept.l 3at8:00p.m at the Palace Theatre.
For more information and tickets, call (216) 241-6000. •

Theater

Coming Attractions were comptled by Colleen Leslie,
Entertainment Editor.

The best form
of
entertainment

0 0 M
is writing for
the Carroll
News
Call Colleen at 5326 or Susan at 5319 if interested.
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The Fruit of the Loom Country Comfort
Tour&: Experience performance is coming
to the CSU Convocation Center Saturday,
Sept 20 at 7:00pm Performers tnclude Hank Williams Jr.,
rravts Tntt, The Charlie Daniels Band and many more. Tickets
are available at the Convocatton Center Box Offtce and all
Ttcketmaster locations. Call (216) 241 -5555 to order nckers.

Concerts

'

Museums

Now featured at the Cleve land Museum of
Art is the exhibit Jacques Bellange: 17th-

'

Westminster Abbey

Jessica Catto

and marnages and affatrs of state.
The German poet Sc hi ller
W,hat was so horrifyingly wrote:"Deeper meaning resides in
wrong with the story was that it the fai ry tales told me in chi ld had the wrong ending. Cinderella hood than in the rruth that is
died cruelly and the ugl y stepsis- taught by li fe." That explains the
ters lived. The huntsman killed medtaobsession,thoughof course
Snow White and the wtcked it does not absolve the foulness of
stepmother's mirror regrouped its the photographers who prey and
shattered sha rds and hung itself do nothing to help injured people.
back on the wall.
Real lire and beauuful princesses do not usually find common ground, but Dia na managed
to blend roya l glamour with a caring warmth that captured imagiDtana'sdramaticdeath was the nations and sentiments in a truly
kind of shock that lets us know fatry tale combination. The terthat somcthmg more is happen - rible ending to this already sad
mg in ou r heads and hearts than tale of the ex officio isolation of
just sym pathy fora younglifecut Diana leavesastrangeand unprecshort and for ch1l dren 's loss of a edented problem fort he royal famloving mother. The fai ry tale ily. The reality it faces is anything
ended wnh heart break instead of bur a fa iry tale and could have an
happtness. and It 1s profoundly equally unhappyendmg The ugly,
dt turbmgand unswltngin pans hurtful fairy tale ts over. Now the
of ourselves that we do not ordi- gothtc romance begins.
nanly connect wuh that have
Dta na ca,r not esc a peso me form
nothtng to do with monarchies of exaltation or apotheosis. That

~ The

Kensington Palace

Buckingham Palace

Wash,ngton Post

Commentary

ts the fate of the radiant heroinereal or imagined-who dies tragically,and that is where the core of
romance lies. Cordel iaandjoan of
Arc, Antigone and Mary Queen of
Scots all died young and went
straight into ou r consciousness.
During thecourrsh ip, wedding
and births of the young pr inces,
the British embraced the young
Diana as surely as if she had been
give n them directlyasa charming
gift from Hans Christian
Andersen. Shewaseverythingrhe
rest of the royal family was not:
beautiful ,shy,winning,approachable and vulnerable.
Diana has already been elevated to a son of modtfied En g!ish Evita, wit hout ,of course, the
checkered past and the financial
maneuvers. The fact that Diana
was-fairly or unfairly-perceived
to have been given short shrift by
the royal ramily during and after
the divorce now will serve to put
the fam tly 111 the position of the
cold-hearted stepsister and step-

Princes Harry, left, and William

mother of legend . They are nor, by
nature, train ing and tradition , a
warm and cuddly lot. Now the
princess, who might have, in life,
drif ted into a mild and friendly
middle age, is an icon and a threat
tor he monarchy more formida ble
in death than she was as a living
ex-mem ber of the royal family.
Psychoanalysts tell us that
when a fairy tale does nor resolve
itself in the happiness and fulftllment of the permanent union of
pri nee and princess, we are depnved of the ultimate harmony
and co nsolation of the happy ending. Nowonderthe Bnnsh and the
rest of us with the same cultural
symbols are discomforted. The
rules by whtch we were consoled
as children are rent, and we are
left abandoned in an ancient part
of our minds.
What follows the baleful fa try
tale fo r solace is the uplifting romance of a tender life-stopped
before age and m undanity settled
over it. The royal family has, in a

metaphorical sense, been robbed
of its in heri1ed and mysticalcompass; its sanctioned ability to reassure has been dealt a devastating
blow. With telev ision as the mod ern-day troubadour of the roma ntic trad ition, the fable of the heroinegrowsdailyandgatherspower,
thepowersof royalty diminish and
its road ahead grows less defined.
Those in the royal enclaveconfronta hisroricchallenge tharonly
the very talented and commiued
can achieve: They m usr change the
way in which they relate to the
people of their country-no small
order. If they do not in some part
change th e manner in which they
interact with their"subjects," they
will slowly drift into eclipse.
The fairy tale, the tragedy, now
the romance of Diana have
changed the monarchy, and if the
roya l family cannot intuit that irs
future is inextricably intertwined
with a legend for our times in the
form of Diana, the "People's Princess,' it faces obsolescence.

Ch~eago

Susan Mallek
Ass istant Enterta inment Editor

The bes t in the music video
industry were honored at the 1997
MTV Video Music Awards, which
aired livef rom RadioCityMusic
Hall in New York Cny on Thursday, September 4. Th e ceremony,
which was hosted by ex-Saturday Night Live membe r Chris
Rock, honored only those videos
that had aired on MTV and no
other music stations.
The big winners of the evening
were Beck and Jam iroquai. Beck
rook home five awa rds, including
"Best Male Video"for "Devil's Haircut" and "Best Direction in a Vid eo"
for "The New Pollution", winning
over such artists as nine inch nails,
Missy "Misdemeanor" Elliott, and
'---~t.l.!h,.
Smashing Pumpkins.
ami roqua t won four awards, including "Best Video of the Year"
for "Vinual lnsaniry·, bearing out
Beck, jewel, nine mch nails and
No Doubt.
Othe r winners included jewel,
who won "Best Female Video" for
"You Were Meant For Me", No
Doubt, who won "Best Group
Video" for "Don'tSpeak"and Fiona
Apple, who won "Best New Artist
in a Video" fo r "Sleep to Dream ."
Emotions ran high when the Notorious B. l.G. won "Besr Rap Video"
posthumously for the song"Hypnotize."
The"Besr Dance Video"wem to
th e Spice Girls for "Wann abe" and
Aerosmith rook home the "Best
Rock Video" for "Falling In Love
(Is Hard On the Knees)"
MTV viewe rs chose Prodigy's
video "Breat he" over j ewel, Puff
Daddy and The Family, Spice
Girl s and The Wallflowers fort he
"Viewer's Choice Award."
The show was ma inly driven
by a series of per form ances, including Beck, jamiroquai, jewel,
Lil' Kim (fea tur ing Da Brat, Missy

Noggin's
Restaurant
RawBar&Pub
(216) 752-9280
Now Hiring

18&0VER
WITH COLLEGE 10

575-0600

DRIVERS LICENSE REQU IRED

BABY -BUDWEI5ER FOUR-PAK ONlY J5
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Smashing Pumpkins: ''The End Is The Beginning Is No Doubt: The group was nominated for "Best
The End" was nominated for four awards.
Group Video" and ''Best Video of the Year".

SetveiS,H~

Dishwashets. Full or Part
Tnne. Flexible Schtrluling.
20110 VanAken Boulevard
(Intersection of Chagrin, Van
Aken and Warrensville)

Crawford, Neve Ca mpbell , Sarah
Jessica Parker, Kevin Bacon,
Janeane Garofalo and Meredith
Brooks.
Another high hght of the show
was when MTV honored veteran
rap artist LL Cool j wtth a Video
Vanguard Award. Among the
rapper's achievements are the fact
that he was the first ra p artist to
hit #I on Billboard'sB iack Singles
chart and th e first rap artist to
accumul a te five consecutive
platinum-plus selling albums,
four gold singles and over 13 mil lion worldwide al bum sales.
All in all, the night and the
ce remony wererepresentativeof
wharrheMTVaudiencefeh is th e
best of what is going on in the
video music industry.

'Misdemeanor' Elliott, Lisa 'Left
Eye' Lopes and Angie Martinez),
Marilyn Manson , Spice Girls and
U2. Some of the high lights of the
night were a surprise appearance
from Bruce Springs teen, who
joined The Wallflowers in the hit
song"One Headlight"and the joining of Sting wi th Puff Daddy and
The Familyon "l'll Be Mtssing You,"
which samples The Police's "Eve ry
Breath You Take." Prodigy performed live via satellite from th eir
own hometown of Chelmsford, England.
There was also a star-studded
line of presenters. Among them
were Madonna. Mariah Carey,
Eltonjohn,janerjackson and Will
Smith
Other stars present were Cindy

Century Printmaker
ofl.orraine. Bellange.
a master etcher, was
court pam ter to the
dukesof Lorraine and
was
the
most
important arr tst at
that time in Nancy,
the
capHal
of
Lorraine. Filled with
psycho\ gical
drama, fony-threeof
Bellange's etchings
are on display
featuring religious
subjects as well as
different trades and
occupations .
Featured here is a
sample of his work. L...........;.!t::.......--....=
Th e Death oJPortia,an etching of the wif eof Marcus Brut us rhts
traveltngexhibllionof 16thand 17th century prints wasorganized
by the British Museum in London and will beondisplayrhrough
October 26

Cleveland Ballet Dancing Wheels presents
the charmmg and inspiring story of The
Sorcerer's Apprentices. The premiere
performance is 5a turday,Sept.l3at 8:00 p m.at the Palace Theatre.
For more mformationand ockets,call (216) 241-6000. •

Theater

Comi Plg Attractions were compiled by Colleen Lc lie,
Enterta i nrnenl Editor.

The best form
of
entertainment

0 0 M
is writing for
the Carroll
News
Call Colleen at 5326 or Susan at 5319 if interested.
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Coming soon to a VCR near you Puttin' On the Hitz
A Review of the music that means the most to you

Andrea Kifus
Stat!Reporter
These next few weeks will be
filled with excitement with all the
new movte titlcsarrivingon home
video. Perhaps some of the most
popular titles include: Batman
and Rob1 n, Speed 2, Men in Black
and so on, even though rhe exact
dates for these releases have not
been announced yet.
My personal favonteisMyBest
Fnend's Wedding, which is an entertaining and very touching
story abour two close friends and
their experiences when one of
them announces his engagement
to be married . This one is a "must
see" because julia Roberts plays a

~

The Saint: This action-adventure movie, starring the saintly
Val Kilmer as Simon Templar, will be coming out on video at
the beginning of next week.

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - , wonderful (not to mention hi lari- Joaquin Phoenix play male siblings
ous) character as the friend who we first meet as respectively boorsecret! y wishes for sparks to fly ish and sweet growing up in the
between her best friend and her. 1950s. Rich s1sters, played by JenComing out shortly, the exact re- nifer Connelly, Liv Tyler, and
lease date for th1s one has yer to be joanna Going, meet these brothers
on the wro ng side of town as the
announced as welL
Also, from Paramount Home story unfolds. The reflective voiceVideo, The Saint will be released over in this story is done by an
on September 16. This action- unbilled Michael Keaton.
And for those millions of Walt
packed flick stars Val Kilmer as a
multi-d imensional spy searching Disney fans, Mary Poppins is back
for a speetal formula to aid Russia in stores until the end of the year.
in their energy cr isis. lf you are a The video also contains a "making
007 fan, this is most definitely a of" featurette. This is a definite col film you shou ld rent next weeki lectableforrepeated v1ewingin the
This movie does an outstanding years to come.
With so many wonderful movjob at holding your attention for
The Beautician and the Beast: the entire hour and a half, and ies out on homecassene, hopefully
Fran Drescher and Timot hy keeps you gripping the edge of you can find the time to escape reDalton star in this romantic your seat the entire rime!
ali ty for a couple hours to sit back
comedy that is currently
lnventi ngthe Abbots isa lsodue and enjoy a few of them with some
available on video tape.
to be released on home video on friends in the comfort of yo ur own
September 17th. BillyCrudupand hornet

did mclude some harder tunes.
One such song was 'She's In Love
With The Boy' that tells the story
of a gtrl who wants to marry a
boy who her father does not like.
This song is more up-tempo than
most of the other songs and really stands out.
In one track entitled 'In
Another's Eyes', Yearwood sings
a very touching duet with Ganh
Brooks. Together, the two of them
make this song seem very perL--==----=---"-....::..:::.'--.;__---:MCA::::-:-' sonal and meaningfuL
Yearwood's powerful selection
of tu nes includes ten pieces that
Trisha Yearwood
were at one time top-20 country
(Songbook) A Collection of
singles and seven chart toppers.
Hits
Overall, I thoroughly enjoyed
liste ning to Yearwood's latest work.
However, ! couldn't help but think
Being new on the country mu- that the CD lacks originality
sic scene therearesti ll some songs Granted all the pieces included
and singers 1 don't know a lot here are hits, but none of them
about. But I do know that Trisha d istinguish her as an artist. Any
Yearwood's lates t CD, (Songbook) country singer could h ave reA Collection of Hits, is a good one. corded this sa me CD and it would
Although the songs chosen are a have been just as good.
remake of other artist's works,
Yearwood sings them in a unique
-Co/teen Leslie
way in an attempt to make them
Entertainment Editor
her ow n.
The first song on the CD is 'How
Do I Live' from the motion picture
Music Rating System
Con Air. LeAnn Rymes also has a
version of this song out in which
() Complete waste of time
she really belts out the lyrics. I
Barely liste nable
enjoyed Yearwood's version better. though , because it was much
Okay
softer as well as more heartfelt
and romantic to listen to.
Good tunes
Although the majori ty of the
songs Yearwood chose for this CD
Excellent
were soft and romantic ones, she

000
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FRESHMEN SPECIAL

lt•s a different world

Stacy Mlros

Assistant Features Editor

lr's te n to !Op.m.on a Sunday night your first semesteratjohnCa rroll
Untverstty. Your weekend was great- you went to the Flats Friday with
your floor. Saturday Mom and Dad came up and took you toone of those
four dollar sig n restaurants and today you watched the Steelers/Dol
phtns game and your team won.
But wait a minute-Monday is looming large in the near future. You
mi ssed dinner because of the game, a friend from Philosophy !Olremmded you that you have a graded response paper due tomorrow at
9 a.m. and (gulpl) you forgot to go to church..
Don't think this scena rio is completely out of th.e question because
cr unch time is a fact of life for all Carroll students sooner or later during
their time here. What to do? PRIORITIZEt
Si nce your stomach is being very demanding , run down to the Inn
Between for a p izza from Garry. You're just in time for 10 p.m. mass in
St. Francis Chape l where you run intosomeonef rom Philo.She suggests
that the two of you discuss the readmgs together.
After the two of you put your heads together and deciphe r the
readings, you run over to the computer lab in the Boler School of
Business. You finish up what you think is an in sigh tful response JUSt as
the lab closes at midnight. After returning from the lab, you call your
friends in Murphy for a quick game of Euchre. Bed by 2 am. and ready
to do it all over aga in tomorrow Well, maybe this time you'll be more
prepared. Maybe ...
Next time don't worry. Use this info to plan your time wisely:
Computer Services

BSOB Microcomputer Lab
397-1660
Sun. noon -midnight
Mon.-Th. 8 a.m.-midnight
Fri. 8 a.m .-5 p.m .
Sat. lO a.m .-5 p.m.

Science Building Lab
397-3032
Sun. noon-lO p.m
Mon .-Th. 9 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. closed

Small Lab in Recplex
This lab is open during regular
Recplex hours.

St udent VAX Terminal Room
397-4327
Sun I p.m.-9 p.m.
Mon. -Th. 8:30a.m.- ll p.m.
Fri. 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. lO a.m.-6 p.m.
Pizza Hut Express
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
6 p.m.-midnight
Sat. 6 p.m.-midnight
Sun . 6 p.m.-I a.m .

University Offices
397-1886
Mon.-Fri 8:30 a.m .-noon
l p.m.-5 p.m.
Sat.-Sun closed

Attention freshmen!
(Or upperclassmen who have forgotten
what they need to know)
Academic Advising:
397-4219
Athletics:
397-4661

Ubrary:
397-4233
Mon.-Th. 7:30 a.m.-Midnight
Fri. 7:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m .- midnight
Special hours as posted

Bookstore:
397-4411
Mon .-Th. 830 a.m.-6:30p.m.
Fri. 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat Noon-S p.m.
Sun. Closed

MailRoom:

Business Office:
397-4271

397-4680
Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-4:30p.m.
Sa c.-Sun. Closed

Campus Ministry:
397-4717
Coo~ativeEducado~

397-4237

397-4600

St. Francis Chapel
Sat 6:30p.m.
Sun. l l a.m., 6:30 p.m.,lO p.m.
Mon.-Fri. 12:05 p.m.

Development Office:
397-4324

Sutowski Hall Chapel
Tues. 10:30 p.m .

Financial Aid:
397-4248
Mon.-F ri. 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Health Services:
397-4349
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. 1 p.m .-5 p.m.
Housing:
397-4401

GesuChurch
Sat. 4:30p.m.
Sun. 7:30a.m., 9 a.m.,l0:30 a.m.,
noon

Mon.-Th. Breakfast 7:30a.m.9:30 a.m., Continental Breakfast
9:30 a.m.-10 a.m.
Lunch ll a.m.-2:30p.m.
Dinner 4:30 p.m.-7 p.m.
Fri. BTeakfast 7:30 a.m.-9:30a.m.
Lunch ll a.m.-2:30p.m.

New! New!

Security:
397-4444

Student Career Development
397-4432
Student Service Center:

Cashiers:
397-4494

397--+495

Student Union:
397-4230

University Counseling
Services:
397-4731
397-4201

THE INN BETWEEN

New! New!

Our New Seasoned Friesl

....-.~

Quench Your Thirtf in A Major League Wayl

-LSAT Is a reglslered trademark o f t ho Law School A d nllss•on Cou ncil.

Security Emergency:
397-4600

If you have any
good ideas for
features stories
that you would·like
to write, come to
the organizational
meeting on
Wednesday, Sept.
17 at 7pm in the
SAC Conference
Room.

When ordering a Combo meal say,
Seasoned Fries Please then present
this coupon at the checkout counter to
recei~e seasoned fries for the price of
regular fries.
II

www.kaplan.corn

Registrar:
397-4291

Meal Hours
Cafettria

combined!!

1-800-KAP-TEST

Radto Station FM/WUJC 88.7:
397-4437

Registration:

then all other

today
to reserve
your seat.

Mon.-Th. 7:30a.m.-7:30p.m.
Fri. 7:30a.m.-1:30 p.m.

Mon. 10:30 p.m.

Make use of this convenient information to keep it that way.

1-800-KAP-TEST

Mon.-Wed. 8:30a.m.- I a.m.
Th.- Fri. 8:30 a.m.-midnight
SaL-Sun. 3 p.m.-midnight

MurpltyHall Chapel

John Carroll University: It looks like such a peaceful campus.

Wednesday
Sept. 17
at 7:00p.m.
Call

Inn Between

Mass Hours:

Admissions
Seminar
take Kaplan
courses

Fri. Dinner 4:30 p.m.-6 p.m.
Sat -Sun. Brunch ll a.m -1
p.m. Dinner 4:30 p.rn.~ 6 p.m.

CampusSarelltre

Lost and Found:

Come to a FREE

and learn why
more students

9

Slide Headfirst i11to Home et the INN BETWEEN ud Show
Your Support for 'four Fnorite Home Team. Ne• for •
limited Time, You urt Purchue • CLEVELAND INDIANS
All STAR MUQ Filled with the FOUNTAIN Sed• Bevenge
of 'fur choice for Only $1.99. htide it • C01p011 for •
Free Refill. Fuhre Refills •Ill Cotl $1.09.

II I

* This offer is only valid with the purchase of a combo meal.*

New! New! New! New! New! New! New! New! New! New!
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Coming soon to a VCR near you Puttin' On the Hitz
A Review of the music that means the most to you

Andrea Klfus
These next few weeks w1ll be
filled with exCitement withal I the
new mov1c titles ar n v1 ngon home
v1deo. Perhaps some of the most
popular utles include: Batman
ar1d Robin, Speed 2, Men in Blach
and so on, even though the exact
dates for these releases have not
been announced yet.
My personal favome is My Best
Fnend's Wedding, which is an en tertaining and very touching
story about two close friends and
their experiences when one of
them announces his engagement
to be married . This one is a "must
see" because julia Roberts plays a

did mclude some harder runes.
One such song was 'She's In Love
With lhr Boy" that tellsrhestory
of a g•rl who wants to marry a
boy who hedarherdoes not like
This song is more up-tempo than
most of the other songs and really stands out.
In one track entitled 'In
Another's Eyes', Yearwood si.ngs
a very touching d uer wi rh Garth
Brooks. Together, the two of them
make this song seem very perL--__:==---=-'----"'-'-----:,-;;:tCA:-' son a 1and meaningfuL
Yearwood's powerful selection
of tunes incl udes ten pieces th at
Trisha Yearwood
were ar one time top-20 country
(Songbook) A Collection of
singles and seven chart toppers.
Hits
Overall, I thoroughly enjoyed
listening to Yearwood's latest work
However, I couldn't help but think
Being new on the country m u- that the CD lacks originality.
sic scene therearestillsome songs Granted all the pieces included
and singers l don't know a lot here are hits, but none of them
about. But I do know that Trisha distinguish her as an artist. Any
Yearwood's latest CD, (Songbook) country singer could h ave re A Collection of Hits, is a good one. corded this same CD and it would
A I though the songs chosen are a have been JUSt as good.
remake of other artist's works,
Yearwood sings them in a unique
-Colleen Leslie
way in an anempt to make them
Entertainment Editor
her own.
The first song on the CD is 'How
Do!Live'from the motion picture
Music Rating System
Con Air. LeAnn Rymes also has a
version of this song out in which
Complete waste of t ime
she really belts out the lyrics. I
()0 Barely listen able
enjoyed Yearwood's version better, though, because it was much
Okay
softer as well as more heartfelt
and romantic to listen to.
Good tunes
Although the majority of the
songs Yearwood chose for this CD
Excellent
were soft and romantic ones, she
1

Staff Reporter

The Saint: This action-adventure movie, starring the saintly
Val Kilmer as Simon Templar, will be coming out on video at
the beginning of next week

. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - , wonderful (not to mention hilarious) character as the friend who
secretly wishes for sparks to fly
between her best friend and her.
Coming out shortly, the exact release date for this one has yet to be
announced as well.
Also, from Paramount Home
Video, The Saint will be released
on September 16 This action
packed flick stars Val Kilmer as a
m ulti-dimensional spy search ing
for a special formula to aid Russia
in their energy crisis. If you are a
007 fan, this is most defini1ely a
film you should rent next weeki
This movie does an outs tanding
jOb at holding your attention for
The Beautician and the Beast: the entire hour and a half , and
Fran Drescher and Timothy keeps you gripping the edge of
Dalton star in this romantic your seat the entire time!
comedy that is currently
lnvenli ngt he Abbots isalsodue
available on video tape.
to be released on home video on
September 17th. BillyCrudupand

joaquin Phoenix play male siblings
we first meet as respectively boorish and sweet growing up in the
1950s. Rich sisters, played by jennifer Connelly, Liv Tyler, and
joanna Going, meet these brothers
on the wrong s ide of town as the
story unfolds. The reflecnve voiceover in this swry is done by an
unbilled Michael Keaton.
And for those millions of Walt
Disney fans, Mary Pop pins is back
in stores until the end of the year.
The video also contains a ' making
of' featurette. This is a definitecol lectableforrepeated viewing in the
years to come.
With so many wonderfu l moviesouton home cassette, hopefully
you can find the time to escape reality for a couple hours to sit back
and enjoy a few of them with some
friends in the comfort of your ow n
home!

FRESHMEN SPECIAL
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It•s a different world

Stacy Mlros

Assistant Features Ed1tor

It's te n to 10 p.m.on a Sunday night your first semesteratjohn Carroll
University. Your weekend was great- you went to the Flats Friday with
your floor. Saturday Mom and Dad came up and wok you toone of those
four dollar sign re tau rants and today you watched the Steelers/Dolphins game and your team won.
But wait a minute-Monday is looming large in the near future. You
missed dinner because of the game, a fnend from Philosophy lOlremmded you that yo u have a graded response paper due tomorrow at
9 a.m. and (gulp!) you forgot to go to church.
Don't think this scenario is completely out of the question because
crunch time is a fact of lifefor all Ca rroll students sooner or later duri ng
their time here. What to do~ PRIORITIZEI
Since your stomac h is being very demanding , r un down to the Inn
Between for a pizza from Garry. You're just in time for lO p.m. mass in
Sr. Francis Chapel where you run into someone from Philo. She suggests
that th e two of you discuss the read ings together.
After the two of you put your heads together and decipher the
readings , you run over ro the computer lab in the Boler School of
Business. You finish up what you think is an insightful response just as
t he lab closes at midni ght. After returning from the lab, you call your
friends in Murphy for a quick game of Euchre. Bed by 2 a.m. and ready
10 do it all over again tomorrow. Well, maybe this time you'll be more
prepared. Maybe ..
Next time don't worry. Use this info to plan your time wisely:
Computer Services

BSOB Microcomputer Lab
397-1660
Sun. noon-midnight
Mon.- Th. 8 a.m.-midnight
Fri. 8 a.m .-5 p.m .
Sat. lO a.m.-5 p.m.

Science Building Lab
397-3032
Sun. noon-10 p.m.
Mon.-Th . 9 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. 9 a.m .-9 p.m .
Sat. closed

Small Lab in Recplex
This lab is open during regula r
Recplex hours.

Student VAX Terminal Room
397-4327
Sun. 1 p.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-T h. 8:30a.m.-ll p.m.
Fri. 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. lO a.m.-6 p.m .
Pizza Hut Express
Mon.-Fri. ll a.m.-2 p.m.
6 p.m.-midnight
Sat. 6 pm .-midnight
Sun . 6 p.m.-l a.m.
University Offices
397-1886
Mon.-Fri 8:30 a.m .-noon
l p.rn.-5 p.m .
Sat.-Sun closed

Attention freshmen!
(Or upperclassmen who have forgotten
what they need to know)
Academic Advising;
397-4219
Athletics:
397-4661

Library.
397- 4233
Mon.-Th. 7:30 a.m.-Midnight
Fri. 7:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. ll a.m.-midnight
Special hours as posted

Bookstore:
397-4411
Mon .-Th. 8:30a.m.-6:30 p.m.
Fri. 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m .
Sat Noon-5 p.m.
Sun. Closed

MailRoom:

Business Office:
397-4271

397-4680
Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-4:30p.m.
Sat.-Sun. Closed

Campus Ministry:
397-4717
Cooperative Education:
397-4237
Development Office:
397-4324
Financial Aid:
397-4248
Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m .

then all other

combined!!
Wednesday
Sept. 17
at 7:00p.m.
Call

Sat 6:30p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m., 6:30p.m., 10 p.m.
Mon.-Fri. 12:05 p.m .
Murphy Hall Chapel
Mon. 10:30 p.m.

Sutowslli Hall Chapel
Tues. 10:30 p.m.
Gesu Church
Sat. 4:30 p.m.
Sun. 7:30a.m., 9 a.m., 1(}30 a.m.,
noon

397-4349
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat.-Sun. I p.m.-5 p.m.
Housing:
397-4401

Mon.-Th. Breakfast 7:30a.m.9:30 a.m., Continental Breakfast
9:30 a.m.-10 a.m.
Lunch 11 a.m.-2:30p.m.
Dinner 4:30 p.m.-7 p.m.
Fri. Breakfast 7:30 a.m .-9.30 a.m.
Lunch ll a.m.-2:30p.m.

New! Newf

Security Emergency:
397-4600
Security:
397-4444

Student Career Development
397-4432

Student Servi~ Center:
Cashiers:
397-4494
397-4495

Student Unloo:
397-4230
University Counseling

Services:
397-4731
397·4201

THE INN BETWEEN

New! N-aw! -

Our New Seasoned Fries!

....-lll"'fJ~

Quench Your Thirst in A Major League W•yl

·LSAT Is a roglstared trademark of t h e Law School Adrnlssion Council.

Registrar.
397-4291

If you have any
good ideas for
features stories
that you would like
to write, come to
the organizational
meeting on
Wednesday, Sept.
17 at 7pm in the
SAC Conference
Room.

HIT A
DO

'\

www. kaplan .com

397-4437

Neal Hours:
Cafeteria

When ordering a Combo meal say,
Seasoned Friu Please then present
this coupon at the checkout counter to
recei~e seasoned fries for the price of
regular fries.

11

1-800-KAP-TEST

Mon.-Th. 7:30 a.m.-7:30p.m.
Fri. 7:30a.m .-1:30 p.m.

Registration:

Health Services:

Make use of this convenient information to keep it that way.

today
to reserve
your seat.

Mon.-Wed. 8:30a.m.- I a.m.
Th.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-midnight
Sat.-Sun. 3 p.m.-midnight

Radto Station FM/WUJC 68.7:

St. Francis Chapel

John Carroll University: It looks like such a peaceful campus.

1-800-KAP-TEST

Inn Between

Mass Hours:

Admissions
Seminar
take Kaplan
courses

Fri. Dinner 4:30p.m-6p.m.
Sat.-Sun. Brunch 11 a.m.-1
p.m. Dinner 4:30 p.m.~6 p.m.

Campus Satellite
Lost and Found:
397-4600

Come to a FREE

and learn why
more students

9

Slide Hudfint h•tt Ho111e at the INN BETWEEN •d Show
Your Support for tour Ftvarite Ho1111 Tu111. No• for •
limited Time, You eu Purehue • CLEVELANP INPIANS
All STAR MUO Filled with the FOUNTAIN Sedt Bever•5•
of Year ehoiee for Ot~lt $1.99. l11tide h a Cotptll for •
Free Refill. hhre Refills •Ill Cut $1.09.

11
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* This offer is only valid with the pure hue of a combo meal.*

New! New! New! New! New! New! New! New! New! New!
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Ufe off camp~?
Let's see...it's Sept. ll. The students of John Carroll University
have finished moving into the residence halls. Now homework rules
the day instead of summer televiSion reruns. It's about now that
reality sets in. After checking for
e-mail messages and buying
Swedish fish at the Inn &tween,
there really isn 't all that much
variety of activities available on
the John Carroll campus. So if
you're newtothearea,howare you
supposed to find excitinganddifferent things to do?
That's where we, Maria
Triv1sonno, Stacy Miros and julie
Thorud , hope we can help. As the
feamres editors of the Carroll
News , we'll try to give you some
different ideas for weekend fun in
the greater Cleveland area.

Restaurants
Maria- Tommy's, located on
Coventry Rd . in Cleveland
He1ghts. Tommy's has a rather
large vegetarian men u but serves
some "meat" meals as well. Not
only is the p rice right , but they
have really delicious milkshakes
in tons of different flavors (and
you get two full glasses of it)
Stacy - Dick's last Resort on
the East Bank of the Flats. Take
your roommate there for her birth day and watch her get verbally
harassed (it helps you get back at
her for locking you out all those
n mes, but don't worry, it's in good
fun) The food's not bad eit her
Jul ie -Frank and Pauly's, lo-

cated in the B.P buildi ng downtow n is a great place for a date or
formomanddadtotakeyou. They
provide excellent Italian food w ith
proportions large enough to feed
you the next day!

Coffeehouses
Maria -<::offee and Creations.
Located on the corner of Chagrin
and Brainard in Woodmere, Coffee and Creations has the area's
best iced cafe mocha (in my opinion) and cheesecake to die for. Two
thumbs up.
Stacy - I'm not a b1g fan of coffee but the 7-11 at the corner of
Mayfield and &lvoir has Slur pees,
Coca-Cola Slurpees for those late
night caffeine fixes.
Julie - Brielle's in indepen dence, Ohio is a Vicrorian style
corfeehouse with live music on
Friday and Saturday at 8:30p.m. It
is a distance, but worth the
drive .. whoops, Freshmen aren't
allowed cars on campus-refer to
the RTA schedule listed at right!

Radio Stations
Ma ri a - WM]l-FM/105.7, otherwise known as Cleveland's "oldies" station. All right, I'll admit
that I've become a self-professed
1960s rock nut in the past year, but
I still think th at "Magic 105" has a
great variety of tunes (Motown to
Bob Seger) regardless of my personal music preferences.
Stacy- WNCX - FM/98 .5
Howard Stern in the morning,
great classic rock all day. He may
not be the most poli tically correc t

~

DJ but he sure gets you going
Julie - WGAR-FM/ 99.5,nominated 1997 Country Music Association Station of the Year. Imagine that. The home of the Rock
Hall has the nation's best country
music station. Yeeha!

Clubs
Maria -Instead of heading
west to the Flats, try heading east
tothecoumry- country linedancing, that is. The Neon Moon Saloon on Mayfield Rd . 111
Chesterland has a nice big dance
floor and, if you go early enough
they'll teach you a dance that you
can join in on later..
Stacy -The Winking Lizard.
The newonejustopened thissummer in Coventry. They have $.20
wing night on Tuesdays and beers
from countries you never even
heard of in geography class.
Julie - Cabaret Dada located
on West 6th below The Liquid. It
costs $10 for students on Friday
and Saturday for an improv show
with audience involvement. Those
21 can BY.O.BJI

Breakfast places
Maria -1 absolutely love
McDonald's breakfast foods, and
often stop at the restaurant on
Mayf1eld and Green before going
to work. Just remember that their
coffee is hot.
Stacy-Yours Truly onChagrin
has great, inexpe nsive breakfasts
in a very cozy atmosphere. Their
blueberry pancakes warm me up
on a cold winter morning. Onl y

three grams of fatl
julie - Eat At j oe's on Green
and Mayfield. You've got to love
little "greasy-spoon" resta urants
that provide a great breakfast for
undenhree bucks. A perfect place
to cure morning hunger after a
night of drinking!

Museums
Maria -The Rock 'n' Roll Hall
of Fame and Museum (seem y obsession under rad io stations). Go
see John Lennon's hand -painted
psychedelic Rolls Royce. It's here

until February.
Stacy -The Cleveland Museum of An. This place has·it allfrom mummies to Monet. Besides
its excellent collection of art, the
CMA also has programs and lectures you can attend and some are
free to the public.
julie - The Great Lakes Scie nce Center. l have never realized
how much of a kid there is still
left in me until ! got around all
those funky gidgits and gadgets.
It's educational too!

How to get there
So you don't have a car on
ca mpus. No problem. Cleveland has efficient and inexpensive ways to get around town.
Here's a guide to the city's public transportation.
Rapid:
This form of mass transit
has two stops w ithin walking
distance
of
Carroll,
Warrens vil le and Belvoir at
Shaker Boulevard. These stops
are pa rt of the transit's Green
Lme, which ends at the Termina l Tower. From there you can
walk to the Indians game, go
shopping, or change li nes to
another rapid which heads to
the Flats. The price of the rapid
is$150 per way. The rapid runs
from 4 a.m . to mid nig ht.

RTABus:
For in formation on bus
routes, you can call 621-9500
and talk to the customer service department. These lines
are open between 6 a.m . and 7
p m Monday -Friday, 8 a.m. to
4:30p.m. on Saturday, and are
closed on Sundays and some
holidays. If you tell t he operator the intersection you want
to start from and arrive at, they
will give you the route numbers you need.
Taxis:
Taxi serv ices in Cleveland
charge accord ing to mi leage.
You can ca 11 forvancabsas wel l.
It may cost up to $15 per trip
downtown. The Americab
phone number is 881-lllL

You Have Mail!

It's electronic and you need to read it.

A Re$taurant & Pizzeria
Pizzazz offers a large
selection of toppings for
pasta as well as pizza!
Our menu also features
Italian specialties including
chars, parms & grills, salads,
calzone, pasta, sandwiches,
appetizers and more ...
All of our menu items are
available for dine-in or

carry-out.
Stop by today to taste our
wonderful pizza's - after all,
PIZZA is in our name!

$$$

Stafford Loan Information
will be sent directly to your JCU vax e-mail account.

Your loan funds may be here.
Beginning with the Fall Semester 1997 you must
check your e-mail account regularly to be informed
of loan information and cancellation rights.

COMING IN LATE SEPTEMBER...

Ill
IIIII I

Trivial Pursuit QBl
Play the WORLD/

20680 North Park Blvd.
University Hts.

(216) 321-7272
Directly across from JCU Campus!

Monday
Monday Night Football
Free Pizza at halftime

Tueaday- Thurtaday
Cheap Domestic Bottles
~ednead.ay

$2.00 pints of 8pt4k1481f

Thuraday
$3.00 pints

Friday
$1.00 Beverages
Sept. lltb Senior Class Happy Hour 6-9pm
Free pizza & wings (while they last)
Sa-turday
Live swing
Sept. 20dl Swank Motel
Sept. 27'b Swager Kings

Sunday•
1-4 pm NFL Sunday Ticket
Pasta & Pizza Buffet - $7 cover

JAKE,S is 21 & over
with the exception of NFL Ticket Sunday
Proper J.D. Required/

+
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Ufe off campus?
Let's see...it's Sept. II. The students of John Carroll University
have finished moving into the residence halls. Now homework rules
the day instead of summer television reruns. It's about now that
reality sets in. After checking for
e-mai l messages and buying
Swedish fish at the Inn &tween,
there really isn't all that much
variety of activities available on
the john Carroll campus. So if
you're new tot he area, how are you
supposed to find exciting and different things to do?
That's where we, Maria
Trivisonno, Stacy Miros and julie
Thorud, hope we can help. As the
features editors of the Carroll
News, we'l l try to give you some
different tdeas for weekend fun in
the greater Cleveland area.

Restaurants
Maria- Tommy's, located on
Coventry Rd. in Cleveland
Hetghts. Tommy's has a rather
large vegetarian menu but serves
some "meat" meals as well. Not
only is the price right, but they
have really delicious milkshakes
in tons of different flavors (and
you get two full glasses of n).
Stacy -Dick's Last Reson on
the East Bank of the Flats. Take
your room mate there for her birthday and watch her get verbal! y
harassed (it he! ps you get back at
her for locking you out all those
times, but don't worry, 11's in good
fun.) The food's not bad either.
Julie- Frank and Pauly's, lo-

cated in the B.P. building downtown is a great place for a date or
for mom and dad to take you. They
provide excellent Italian food with
proportions large enough to feed
you the next day!

Coffeehouses
Maria -<:offee and Creations.
Located on the corner of Chagrin
and Brainard in Woodmere, Coffee and Creations has the area's
best iced cafe mocha (in my opinion)andcheesecaketodiefor. Two
thumbs up.
Stacy -I'm not a big fan of coffee but the 7-11 at the corner of
Mayfield and &!voir hasSlurpees,
Coca-Cola Slurpees for those late
night caffeine fixes.
julie - Brielle's in Independence, Ohio is a Victorian style
coffeehouse with live music on
FridayandSaturdayat8:30p.m. It
is a distance, but worth the
drive ... whoops, Freshmen aren't
allowed cars on campus-refer to
the RTA schedule listed at right!

Radio Stations
Maria - WMJI-FM/105.7, otherwise known as Cleveland's "oldies" station. All right, I'll admit
that I've become a self-professed
1960s rock nut in the past year, but
I still think that "Magic 105" has a
great variety of tunes (Motown to
Bob Seger) regardless of my personal music preferences.
Stacy- WNCX - FM/98 .5
Howard Stern in the morn ing,
great classic rock all day. He may
not be the most politically correc t

~

OJ but he sure gets you going.
}u Iie - WGAR-FM/995, nom inated 1997 Country Music Association Station of the Year. Imagine that. The home of the Rock
Hall has the nation's best country
music station. Yeehal

Clubs
Maria -Instead of heading
west to the Flats, try heading east
to thecountry-country li nedancing, that ts. The Neon Moon Saloon on Mayfield Rd. in
Chesterland has a nice big dance
floor and , if you go early enough
they'll teach you a dance that you
can join in on later..
Stacy -The Winking Lizard.
The newonejustopened this summer in Coventry. They have $.20
wmg night on Tuesdays and beers
from countries you never even
heard of in geography class.
Ju li e- Cabaret Dada located
on West 6th below The LiqUid. lt
costs $10 for students on Friday
and Saturday for an improv show
withaudiencei nvolvement.Those
21 can BYO.B.II

Breakfast places
Maria -1 absolutely love
McDonald's breakfast foods, and
often stop at the restaurant on
Mayfield and Green before going
to work. just remember that their
coffee is hot.
Stacy-YoursTruly onChagrin
has great , inexpensive breakfasts
in a very cozy atmosphere. Their
bl ueberry pancakes warm me up
on a cold winter morning. Only

three grams of fat'
julie - Eat At joe's on Green
and Mayfield. You've got to love
linle "greasy-spoon" restaurants
that provide a great breakfast for
under three bucks. A perfect place
to cure morning hunger after a
!light of drinking!

Museums
Maria -The Rock 'n' Roll Hall
of Fameand Museum(see my obsession under radio stations} Go
see john Lennon's hand-painted
psychedelic Rolls Royce. It's here

until February.
Stacy -The Cleveland Museum of Art. This place has-it allfrom mummies to Monet. Besides
its excellent collection of art, the
CMA also has programs and lectures you can anend and some are
free to the public.
julie - The Great Lakes Science Center. 1have never realized
how much of a kid there is still
left in me until I got around all
those funky gidgits and gadgets.
It's educationa 1too!

How to get there
So you don't have a car on
ca mpus No problem. Cleveland hasefficientand inexpensive ways to get around wwn.
Here's a guide to the city's public transportation.
Rapid:
This form of mass transit
has two stops within walking
distance
of
Carroll,
Warrensville and Belvoir at
Shaker Boulevard. These stops
are part of the transit's Green
Line, which ends at the Terminal Tower. From there you can
walk to the Indians game, go
shopping, or change lines to
another rapid which heads to
the Flats. The price of the rapid
is$1.50perway. The rapid runs
from 4 a.m. to midnigh t.

RTA Bus:
For infor mation on bus
routes, you can cal l 621-9500
and talk to the customer service department. These lines
are open between 6 a.m. and 7
p.m. Monday -Friday, 8 a.m. to
4:30p.m . on Saturday, and are
closed on Sundays and some
holidays. If you tell the operator the intersection you want
to start from and arrive at, they
will give you the route numbers you need.
Taxis:
Taxi services in Cleveland
charge according to mileage.
Youcancall forvancabsas well.
It may cost up to $15 per trip
downtown. The Americab
phone number is 881-llll.

You Have Mail!

It's electronic and you need to read it.

A Re$taurant & Pizzeria
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Our menu also features
Italian specialties including
chars, parms & grills, salads,
calzone, pasta, sandwiches,
appetizers and more ...

Tue•day- Thur.day
'W'edneaday
$2.00 pints of $!"4k1481f

carry--out.

Thur~~day

c
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$3.00 pints

Friday
$1.00 Beverages
Sept. 12th Senior Class Happy Hour 6--9pm
Free pizza & wings (while they last)
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COMING IN LATE SEPTEMBER...
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Trivial Pursuit
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Beginning with the Fall Semester 1997 you must
check your e-mail account regularly to be informed
of loan information and cancellation rights.

Monday Night Football
Free Pizza at halftime

available for dine-in or

"' Ill
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Your loan funds may be here.

:Monday

All of our menu items are

Stop by today to taste our
wonderful pizza's - after aiL
PIZZA is in our name!

111111

Sa-turday
Live swing
Sept. 20th Swank Motel
Sept. 271b Swager Kings

QBl

Play the WORLD/

Sunday•
1-4 pm NFL Sunday Ticket
Pasta & Pizza Buffet .. $7 cover

20680 North Park Blvd.
University Hts.

(216) 321-7272
Directlv across from JCU Campus!

JAKE,S is 21 & over
with the exception of NFL Ticket Sunday
Proper LD. Required/
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Cheap Domestic Bottles
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Stafford Loan Information
will be sent directly to your JCU vax e-mail account.

AKE'S
$petJk.etJSJj

Pizzazz offers a large
selection of toppings for
pasta as well as pizza!
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Belle comes up
short in clutch
Albert Belle sull walked to
home plate slowly a nd
nonchalantly. But a barrage of
boo fromslightedfans,notaringing bell, greeted h1m.
Hesull went through the same
routine prior to every pitch,swinging the bat
twice
with
arms hardly
extended He
still glared
menacingly
with an mrense
stare at the
pitcher standing 60 feet 6
inches away.
He did it all
CDMMENTARY wearing the
Brian Murphy same number
eight. But he
wasn't wearing his pants pulled
up to his knees to reveal red socks
and a scripted "Sox" instead of
Chief Wahoo decorated his black
uniform. The black umform ,just
like the black hat did the cowboy,
seemed to symbolize the bad guy,
the one who stiffed the organization and fans who remained so
loya l to him in the ugliest of times
for the highest bidder.
Overall, the changes were minor. But one change was rat her
major. Albert was unable to come
through with his team's season
hanging in the balance.
Earlier this season, Belle returned to Cleveland and nearly
beat the Tribe by himself. He had
both physical and verbal assaults
fired at him, but laughed in the
face of adversity. It's almost like
he thrived in the hostile situation.
This pasrweekend, though , the
abuse was obviously weaker than
when Belle returned to jacobs
Field for the first time since signmg a $55 million contract. The
stakes were h1gher this time,
though, and Belle didn't perform.
He was the guy who hit the
home run against the Baltimore
Orioles when it looked like the
season would end too prematurely.
Sure, 11 sull ended earlier than
mo t expected, but Belle gave us
JUSt a l1ttle more hope with a
homer that will live m the mind
of every Tribe fan for years rocome.
But hewasO-for-Cleveland th1s
nme. And It was deva tating to
Ch1cago'schances The Sox could
have cut the lnd ians' divisiOn lead
to two games with a sweep. But I[
was the Indian who swept the
senes and virtually knocked the
White Sox out of the pennantrace
And Belle's failure was extremelyevldcnr. In a pennant race,
the veteran Belle looked defensive
again t Indians rookie pitcher
jaret Wright. The veterans, not
the rookies, are supposed to shine
in crunch time. But Wright stole
the spotlight against Belle.
Sure, Belle was robbed a few
times over the weekend Bip dove
and MarqUJs jumped and what
looked like a game-tying home
runSarurdayfelljustshort Buthe
also struck out three times and hit
into two double plays.
Belle,expected and paid to produce in the lmch, didn't.
The clowns at Sunday night's
game held up signs saying "Don't
boo. Laugh • Let's hope the Indians get one more last laugh this
weekend in Chicago at Belle's expense That should knock Chicago out of the race and make it a
httle bit eas1er for the Tribe to win
another division title.
Hey, there are some things that
should never change.
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Football gets some answers
Mark Boleky
Assistant Sports Editor
It wasn't as easy as last year, but
the john Carroll University football team met all expectations.
First and foremost , the team
registered a win in its opening
game, 23-9, against Gannon University Saturday at Wasmer Field.
"With as many new starters
(thirteen) as we have, l'm very
happy with the direction we've
gone now," said head coach Tony
DeCarlo. "1 was 1mpressed with
our victory because [Gannon]was
a better team than a lot of people
thought they would be. They
picked up some people this year,
and played pretty tough football."
Following last year's 22-0 victory, this is the second year in a
row jCU commenced the season
beating Gannon DeCarlo feels this
series has helped the squad prepare fort he conference games.
The players and coaches saw
some minor adjustments that can
be made in preparation of a tough
matchup against Marietta at the
end of the month.
"What we saw were a lot of
mental mistakes that we can improve upon," said junior quarterback Nick Caserio. "There were a
lot of missed assignments and fundamental problems. We'll now
look w prepare and fine tune for
lrhe next game]."
One question that Caserio did
his best to take care of on the field
is whether the passing attack can
be effective until a runn ing game
is established, having lost Carmen
llacqua to graduation.

.i<"

Rumln' from trouble: JCU junior quarterback Nick Caserio (18) scrambles out of the pocket as he
eludes a parr of Gannon defensive linemen during the Blue Streaks' 23-9 victory over the Golden
Knights Saturday afternoon at Wasmer Field.
Caserio had a commendable zone, rogivejCU its first lead,10-3.
"We have our key play in that
game in the air, completi ng 15-of33 passes for 233 yards. His play situation, which is a running play,"
during the Streaks' first touch- said senior, offens ive lineman
down drive gavejCU its first lead Mark DiDinato. "B ut if the defense
is biting, we'll run a play-action
of the game.
With a third-down-a nd-6 on pass. They were going that way,
their own 38-yard-line, Case rio hit and on Priesta p'stouchdown, they
junior wideoutjohn Pries tap for a just all bit."
The Carroll defense also did its
32-yard completi on down the
right side. Immediately following part ro set the tone early. On the
was a 30-yard connection with first series of the game, Caserio
Priestap, wide open in the end threw an interception that was
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LASHES

SPRING SPORTS WRAP-UP- The men's and
women's tennis both took first place at their
respective OAC Champwnships The men
placed first at all three doubles spots and also at
three of thesinglesslots. They also had a second
place finish at a fourth singles spot. That's seven
first or second place finishes out of a possible
mne.
In placing first, the women placed first in a
pair of double events and in four singles spots.
They also got a second place finish in another
one of the singles slots. That's also seven first or
second place finishes out of a possible nine.
The golf team captured first place at the
OAC Championships as four of the golfers
placed in the top ten. At the NCAA Division Ill
Championships, the golfers took tenth place.
Steve Voinovich was second at the OAC's
and tied for seventeenth at the NCAA's. He was
also named to the GCAA All-America third
team.
The baseball team dropped a pair at the
OAC tournament to finish its season. Jim
Wideikis garnered a load of honors. He was
named to the ABCA NCAA Division 1ll AIIMideast Region second team, the All-OAC first
team, and received the team's most valuable
player award. He ranked sixth nationally in
doubles and first in the conference in batting
average and doubles and second in runs batted
10.

joe Panzarella was named an honorable
mention to the ABCA NCAA Division ll[ AllMideast Region and was a first team selection to
· theAII-OACteam. DamienKopkaswasalsoan
honorable mention to the ABCA team and the
All-OAC team. Marc Thibeault was also an
honorable mention to the All-OAC team.
The men's track team fimshed sixth and the
women's team fifth at theOAC hampionships.
On the men's side, Mat t Lemieux, Steve
Spenthoff and the 4 x 100 relay team of Eric
Balish,jeff Proy, Lemieux, and Spenthoff were

s

named to the Ali-OAC team. Lemieux was also a
national qualifier in the pole vault.
On the women's side, Heidi Krebs and jennifer
Miller were named Academic All-OAC track &
field/cross country.
FOOTBALL RJN - Nick Caserio became the
school's all-time leader in career completions with
his first completion Saturday.... London Fletcher
is now tied with Ryan Carter for lOth place on the
career tackle list with 205.... S1x of Nate Kurash 's
eight tackles Saturday ca me behind the line of
scrimmage.... josh Schneider, a freshman, averaged 47.8 yards per punt in his collegiate debut.
MORE GRIDIRON GEMS- Caserio did not
throw his first interception of the season until the
fifth game last year. He threw one on Saturday ..
In his first major varsity action ever, Mike Ten
Brink rushed for76 yards on 15 carries.. .. Last year
Gannon only gained nine yards on the ground.
This yearthey rushed for 96 yards.... Last year JCU
drew over 2700 fans to Wasmer Field once. That
was against Mount Union. 3,131 fans, however,
showed up to see Saturday's game.
OHCAPTAIN,MY CAPTAIN -Caserio, Fletcher,
Mark DiDonato, and jack Marinelli were selected
as team capta ins of the football team for the 1997
season .... Caserio, Fletcher, DiDonato,andjustin
Fults were honored by mentions on the 1997 Football Gazette Division Ill Preseason All-America
Team. Fletcher and DiDonato were named to the
Division Ill All-North Region Team. Caserio and
Fults were named as national juniors To Watch'
on the Division Ill team .
VOLLEYBALL LEADERS- Pam j i mison, back
from a knee injury, currently ranks second in the
OAC with 4.72 digs per game.
Laura Slazyk
ranks fourth in the conference with 1.21 blocks per
game .... Molly Ridenour moved into fifth place
this past weekend on the school's all-time career
kills list with 817, passing Karen D'Angelo who
had 796 from 1989-1992.
Brian Murphy

returned totheJCU26. The Golden
Knights were only able to gain one
yard on three plays before kicking
a field goaL
Most boastful for the Streaks'
defense was the ability to stifle
Gannon's ball carrying Gannon
brought a big offensive line to
complemen t its Wing-T offense,
which largely features three running backs, but failed to gain 100
yards on the ground.
"They were physical, and we
had to accommodate for that," said
senior jack Marinelli. "We knew
they were going to come in here
and try to run it down it down our
throats. I think we handled it welL"
Marinelli played a phenomenal
game at strongsafety,helping keep
the Knights' offense in check. He
caused a fumble and reg istered a
career-high 16 tackles , second
most for jCU behind teammate
London Fletcher (21).
Thus far in practice and games,
senior I inebacker Fletcher has fu !filled all expectations, a feat impressive in itself. Fletcher led the
team in tackles last year, and was
an all-conference selection. This
season, College Football Preview
and numerous other publications
have him as a preseason AllAmerican.
"When we've got people moving, we're protecting London and
he's running, he's hard to cope
with," said DeCarlo. "The key is he
and [senior linebacker] Bobby
juliana, we've got to keep those
guys free. They're big kids and
they're pretty quick
"We've got to keep people off
their bodies. If we can do that,
they're going to be all overthefield
making plays."
One big play by the defense set
up the second touchdown for
CarrolL In the middle of the second quarter, junior defensive
tackle Doug Moore recovered a
furn bleat the Gannon 13. Caserio
then took the reins and hooked up
wlth senior tight end Chris
Kavulic for a 13-yard score to give
the Streaks a 17-3 advantage and
effectively take any wind out of
the Gannon sails.
jCU will be off the this weekend, giving them an extra week to
prepare for the upcoming conference games. The next contest will
be September 20 against Ohio
Northern at Wasmer Field.
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Belle comes up
short in clutch
Albert Belle still walked to
home
plate slowly and
nonchalantly. But a barrage of
boos from slighted fans, nota nnging bell, greeted him.
He snll went through the same
routine prior to every pitch ,swmging the bat
twice
with
arms hardly
extended. He
S[lil glared
menacingly
withanimense
stare at the
pitcher standing 60 feet 6
inches away.
He did it all
CDMMENI'ARY wearing the
BrianMurphy same number
eight. But he
wasn't wearing his pants pulled
up to his knees to reveal red socks
and a scripted "Sox" mstead of
Ch1ef Wahoo decorated his black
uniform. The black uniform, just
like the black hat did the cowboy,
seemed to symbolize the bad guy,
the one who stiffed the organization and fans who remained so
loya l to him in the ugliest of times
for the highest bidder.
Overall, the changes were mi nor. But one change was rather
major. AI bert was unable to come
through with his team's season
hanging in the balance.
Earlier this season, Belle reI urned to Cleveland and nearly
beat the Tribe by himself. He had
both physical and verbal assaults
fired at him, but laughed in the
face of adversity. It's almost like
he thrived in the hostile situation.
This pasr weckend,t hough , the
abuse was obviously weaker than
when Belle returned to jacobs
Field for the first time since signing a $55 milhon comract. The
stakes were higher this time,
though. and Belle didn't perform.
lie was the guy who h1t the
home run against the Baltimore
Orioles when it looked like the
season would end too prematurely.
Sure, 1l still ended earlier than
mo t expected. but Belle gave us
just a little more hope with a
homer th at will live 1n the mmd
of every Tribdan for years tocome.
Bm he wasO for-Cleveland this
nme. And 11 was devastating to
Chtcago'schances. The Sox cou ld
have cut the Indians' division lead
to two games wit h a sweep. But it
was the Indian:; who swept the
series and vtrtually knocked the
WhaeSox out of the pennant race.
And Belle's failure was extremelyevidcn!.lna pennant race,
the veteran Belle looked defensive
against lnd1ans rookie pttcher
Jaret Wright. The veterans, not
the rookies, are supposed to shine
in crunch time. But Wright stole
the spotlight against Belle.
Sure, Belle was robbed a few
nmes over the weekend. Bipdove
and MarqUJs jumped and what
looked like a game·tying home
runSaturdayfelljustshort. But he
also struck out three times and hit
into two double plays.
Belle. expected and paid to produce m the clutch, didn't.
The clowns at Sunday n1ght 's
game held upstgns saying "Don't
boo. Laugh " Let's hope the Indi ans get one more last laugh this
weekend 111 Ch1cago at Belle's expense. That should knock Chicago out of the race and make it a
ht tie bit eas1er for the Tribe to win
another division title.
Hey, there are some things that
should never change.
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Football gets some answers
Mark Boleky
ASSIStant Sports EditOr

It wasn'taseasyas last year, but
the john Carroll Un1versiry football ream met all expec tations
First and foremost , the team
registered a win m 1ts opening
game, 23-9, against Gannon Uni versity SaturdayatWasmerField
"With as many new starters
(thirteen) as we have, I'm very
happy with the direction we've
gone now," said head coach Tony
DeCarlo. "I was impressed with
our victory because [Gannon] was
a better team than a lot of people
thought they would be. They
picked up some people this year,
and played pretty tough football."
Following last year's 22-0 victory, this is the second year in a
row jCU commenced the season
beatingGannon. DeCarlofeelsthis
series has helped the squad prepare for the conference games.
The players and coaches saw
some minor adjustments that can
be made in preparation of a rough
matchup against Manetta at the
end of the month.
"W hat we saw were a lot of
mental mistakes that we can improve upon." said junior quarterback Nick Caserio. "There were a
lotof missed assignments and fun damental problems. We'll now
look to prepare and nne tune for
[the next game]."
One question that Caserio did
his bestto take care of on the field
is whe ther the passing attack can
be effective until a running game
is established, having lost Carmen
llacqua to graduation.

je:n St:rey

Rumin' from trouble: JCU junior quarterback Nick Caserio (18) scrambles out of the pocket as he
eludes a pair of Gannon defensive linemen during the Blue Streaks' 23-9 victory over the Golden
Knights Saturday afternoon at Wasmer Field.
Caserio had a commendable zone, tog ivejCU its first lead, lO-3.
"We have our key play in that
game in the air, completing 15-of33 passes for 233 yards. His play situation, w hich is a running play,"
during the Streaks' first touch- said sen ior, offensive lineman
down drive gaveJCU its first lead Mark DiDinato. "But if the defense
is biting, we'll run a play-action
of the game.
With a third-down-and-6 on pass. They were going that way,
theirown 38-yard-line,Caserio hit and on Priesta p's touchdown, they
junior wideoutjohn Priesta p for a just all bit."
The Carroll defense also did its
32-yard completion down the
right side. Immediately following part to set the tone early. On the
was a 30-yard connection with first series of t he game, Caserio
Priestap, wide open in the end threw an interception that was
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LASHES

SPRING SPORTS WRAP-UP- The men'sand
women's tennis both took first place at their
respective OAC Championships The men
placed first at all three doubles spots and also at
three of thesinglesslots They also had a second
place finish at a fourth smglesspot. That's seven
first or second place finishes out of a possible
nme.
In placing first, the women placed first in a
pair of double events and in four singles spots.
They also got a second place finish in another
one of the singles slots. That's also seve n first or
second place finishes out of a possible mne.
The golf team cap1ured first place at the
OAC Championships as [our of the golfers
placed in the top ten At the NCAA Division Ill
Championships, the golfers rook tenth place.
Steve Voinovich was second at the OACs
and tied for seventeenth at the NCAA's. He was
also named to the GCAA All-America third
team.
The baseball team dropped a pair at the
OAC tournament to finish its season. jim
Wideikis garnered a load of honors. He was
named to the ABCA CAA Division Ill AllMideast Region second team, the All-OAC first
learn , and received the tea m's most valuable
player award. He ranked sixth nationally in
doubles and first in the conference in batting
average and doubles and second in runs batted
in.
joe Panzarella was named an honorable
mention to the ABCA NCAA Division Ill AliMideast Region and was a first team selection to
the AII-OAC team Damien Kopkaswasalsoan
honorable mention to the ABCA ream and the
All-OAC team. Marc Thibeault was also an
honorable mention to the All-OAC team.
The men's track team finished sixth and the
women's ream fifth at the OACchampionships.
On the men's side, Matt Lemieux , Steve
Spenthoff and the 4 x 100 relay team of Eric
Balish,jeff Pray, Lemieux, and Spent hoff were

named to the AII-OAC team. Lemieux was also a
national qualifier in the pole vault.
On the women's side, Heidi Krebs and Jennifer
Miller were named Academic A ll-OAC track &
field/cross country.
FOOTBALL FUN- Nick Case rio became the
school's all-time leader incareercompletions with
his first completion Saturday.... London Fletcher
is now tied with Ryan Carter for lOth place on the
career tackle list with 205 .... Six of Nate Kurash's
eight tackles Saturday came behind the line of
scrimmage.... Josh Schneider, a freshman, averaged 47.8 yards per punt in his collegiate debut.
MORE GRIDIRON GEMS - Caserio did not
throw his first interception of the season until the
fifth game last year. He threw one on Saturday. ..
. In his first major varsity action ever, Mike Ten
Brink rushed for76yardson 15carries ... Last year
Gannon only gained nine yards on the ground.
This yean hey rushed for 96 yards . ... Last year JCU
drew over 2700 fa ns to Wasmer Field once. That
was against Mount Union. 3,131 fans, however,
showed up to see Saturday's game.
OH CAPTA IN, MY CAPTAIN - Caserio, Fletcher,
Mark DiDonato, and jack Marinelli were selected
as ream captains of the football team for the 1997
season . .. . Caserio, Fletcher, DiDonato, and justin
Fults were honored by ment ions o n the 1997 Football Gazette Division Ill Preseason All-America
Team. Fletcher and DiDonato were named to the
Division Ill All-North Region Team. Caserio and
Fults were named as national "juniors To Watch"
on the Division Ill team.
VOLLEYBALL LEADERS- Pam Jimison, back
from a knee injury; currently ranks second in the
OAC with 472 digs per game . ... Laura Slazyk
ranks fourth in the conference with 1.21 blocks per
game .... Molly Ridenour moved imo fifth place
this past weekend on the school's all-time career
kills list with 817, passing Karen D'Angelo who
had 796 from 1989-1992.
Brian Murphy

returned tothejCU26. The Golden
Knights wereonlyable to gain one
yard on three plays before kicking
a field goal.
Most boastful for the Streaks'
defense was the ability to stifle
Gannon's ball carrying. Gannon
brought a big offensive line to
complement its Wing-T offense,
w hich largely fea tures three running backs, but failed to gain 100
yards on the ground .
"They were physical, and we
had toaccommoda teforthat,"said
senior jack Marinelli. "We knew
they were going to come in here
and try to run itdownitdownour
throats. I thinkwe handled it well."
Marinelli played a phenomenal
game at strong safety, helping keep
the Knights' offense in check. He
caused a fumble and registered a
career-high 16 tackles, second
most for JCU behind tea mmate
London Fletcher (21).
Thus far in practice and games,
senior linebacker Fletcher has fulfilled all expectations, a feat impressive in itself. Fletcher led the
team in tackles last year, and was
an all-conference se lection. This
season, College Football Preview
and numerous other publications
have him as a preseason AllAmencan.
"When we've got people moving, we're protecting London and
he's running, he's hard to cope
with," said DeCarlo. "The key is he
and [senior linebacker] Bobby
Juliana, we've got to keep those
guys free. They're big kids and
they're pretty quick.
"We've got to keep people off
their bodies. If we can do th at,
they're going to be a ll ovenhefield
making plays."
One big play by the defense set
up th e second touchdown fo r
Carroll. [n t he middle of the second quarter, junior de£ensive
tackle Doug Moore recovered a
fumble at the Gannon 13 Case rio
then took the reins and hooked up
with senior tight end Chris
Kavulic for a 13-yard score to give
the Streaks a 17-3 advantage and
effectively take any wind out of
the Gannon sails.
jCU will be off the this weekend, giving them an extra week to
prepare for the upcoming conference games. The next contest will
be September 20 against Ohio
Northern at Wasmer Field.
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Youth will chart course "Fresh" look for women's soccer
for cross country
J. Brian Donnelly
Sports Reporter
Youth holds the promise of tomorrow
Atleastthat'swhatthecoaches
of the john Carroll University
cross country teams hope
Both men's coach Don StupKa
and women's coach Kathy Lanese
have extremely young reams thts
year.
The men have three freshmen
and stx sophomores on th e1r roster and the women five freshmen
and seven sophomores.
Both teams boast only one senior.
For the men. the youth performed well at theteam'sfirst meet.
Freshman Adam Eiser led the
Streaks to a sixth place finish in
the Case Western Reserve In vital ionallast Saturday. Eiser ran the
course in 29.52.1.
jot ned by classmate Chrts
Haas, Eiser hopes to help the team
out of the cellar of the conference.
Haas ran second for the Streaks at
the Saturday meet,which was won
by Allegheny, wh1ch edged Grove
City
Following were Baldwin Wallace, CWRU, Oh1o Wesleyen,
john Carroll, and lliram , and
Bethany.
Stup1ca IS expecung his fresh men to improve as the season goes
on as they get used to running the
long dtstance races.
"High school races are only
three miles. the college races are
five. You will prepare differently
foreachcourse,'' said Stu pica. "You
prepare for hills by runn1ng ht!ls,
ns different for a flat course."
AIso impressive were sophomores john Morabito and Mtke
johnston and JUnior james Van
Dress Morabna was the thirdJCU
runner to fintsh, and placed 36th
overall. Van Dress and johnswn
were not far behind ar 40th and
41st, respectively
Stup1ca said that there was no
uccable Improvement from thetr
nmes last year.
W1rh this blend of talented
youth and expencnced veterans,
Stuptca and his team expect to
move upintheOACstandingsthis
season.
Lanese's team was led at the
CWRU lnvuattonal by All-Dhio
Athletic Co nference runner
sophomore Debbie Pagano Freshmen Molly Lynch and Emily
Ciecka ftni hed in the topftve for
the Blue Streaks and have been
runmng well tn practice. Sophomore Molly Mayer fimshed third
for Carroll, and 21 t overall
Pagano con11nued to imprc s
after last year's stellar rookie season _ The Poland, Ohio native fmishcd third overall, running the
5,000 metercou rse in 20:25.8. The
successful finish was the mnth
consecut ive meet that she was the
ftrstjCU runner tO eros the finish
ltne.
As afresh man last year, Pagano
finished 111 the top ten m five of
her eight meets, mcludmg theOAC
Cha mptonship, where she placed
tenth
Thts year Pagano has a strong
group of freshmen and sophomores beh md her
Newcomers Lynch and Ciecka
were able to fill m for injured JunIOr julie Thorud and sophomore
Rebecca Kumor. Sophomore
Molly Mayer continued to secure a
solid spot on the team as she ran

well, finishing the race in 21:48.3.
Senior Penny Roxas rounded out
the top five JCU runners.
The Streaks fi mshed 111 a tte for
firth place with Ohio Wesleyan.
Lanese sa1d she was very impressed with Sa turdays meet, noting that 11 was their opene r and
the first collegiate meet for most
of her team.
She was also pleased with how
well her team ran without Thorucl
and Kumar, both tOp runners[ rom
last year's squad. Lanese expects
for her team to move up from a
fourth placefinish in theOACiast
year wuh thetalentshe has picked
up this season.
BW took the women's meet ,
outrunning Allegheny, Case ,
Grove City,jCU, Ohio Wesleyan,
Bethany and Hiram.
Both Streak teams run next tomorrow when they travel to the
Allegheny College Invitational in
Meadville, Pennsylvania.

Bob McCarthy
"Coach Blasius brings more
Sports Reporter
enthusiasm and ts a posittve inWith many new faces on board, fluence for the team , and she is
the john Carroll University looking forward ro good things,"
women'ssoccer team successful] y sentor captam Elizabeth Chamkicked off its 1997 season.
bers satd.
The young talent proved robe
Following the season opening
the dlfference in a 4-2 wtn last victory, Carroll traveled to
Wednesday at Oberlin College.
Three of the goals were netted by
freshmen, including the game ~~The freshmen
winner by Lora McDonal d. Fellow freshmen julie Scaffidi and showed that they
Ana Garabis also scored theirfirst
colleg1a1e goals, helping boost the can make an
Blue Streaks to their first season
opening victory in three years.
immediate
"The fre shmen showed that
they can make an tmmedtate impact." said head coach Tracy impact."
Blasius, also in her first year at
Tracy Blasius
JCU
Blasius, a two-time Division Ill
All-American at Gettysburg Col- EdinboroCollegeSunday. Unable
lege, comes to Carroll after a two- to penetrate an aggressive
year stint as an assistant at the Edi n borodefe nse, the Streaks were
University of Vermont. She is look- blanked, 2-0.
ing to bring a new, energetic atti"We need to focus on coming
tude to the Streaks program.
rogether as a team and learning

each other's strengths and weaknesses," Blasius said.
The loss at Edinboro will not
shake the young Streaks' confidence, however. "We know that
we can play together as a team
and wi n," said Chambers. "We
proved that we can be successful
right away"
Despite th ts wave of young talent, Chambers does nor feel that
her role will bediminished,rather
that her role as captain will be
key. "I need 10 lead by example,
gather 1he younger players' in put,
and make sure that they are enjoymg themselves on the field ," said
Chambe rs,a three-rime letter winner.
JCU traveled to Geneva College
for a game yesterday, and play in
the Penn State University-Behrend
TournamentonSaturdayandSunday in Erie.
"They are very young," Blasius
said, "and as soon as they start believing in themselves a little more,
they'll get on the right track rewards a successful season."
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Youth will chart course "Fresh" look for women's soccer
for cross country
J. Brian 0:-::o-:-n::ne-'-l~ly'-----
sports Reporter
Your h holds the promise of tomorrow.
At least that's what the coaches
of the john Carroll University
cross country teams hope
Both men 's coach Don Stu piCa
and women'scoach Kathy Lanese
have extremely young teams this
year.
The men have three freshmen
and stx sophomores on their roster and the women five freshmen
and seven sophomores
Both reams boast only one semor.
For the men, the youth performed well at the team 's first meet.
Freshman Adam Eiser led the
Streaks 10 a sixth place finish in
the Case Western Reserve Jnvitationa 1 last Saturday. Eiser ran the
course in 29:52.1
joined by classmate Chris
Haas. Eiser hopes to help the ream
out of the cellar oft he conference.
Haas ran second for the Streaks at
the Sat urday meet, whtch was won
by Alleg heny, which edged Grove
City
Following were BaldwinWallace, CWRU, Ohio Wesleyen,
john Ca rroll , and Hiram, and
Bethany.
Stuptca is expecting his freshmen to improve as the season goes
on as 1hey get used ro running the
long distance races.
"Htgh school races are only
three miles, the college races are
ftvc. You wtll prepare differently
for each course," said Stuptca. "You
prepare fot lttll~ by runntng hills;
its dtffercnt for a flat course"
Also impressive were sophomores John Morabuo and Mtke
johnston and JUntor James Van
Dress. Morabtta was the th1rdjCU
runner to finish, and placed 36th
overall. Van Dress and Johnston
were n t far behmd at 40th and
41st , respectively.
tuptca said that there was noll cable improvement from their
umes last year
Wtt h thts blend of talented
youth and expcnenced veterans,
Stup tca and his team expect to
move up in thcOACstandingsthis
season
Lanese's team was led at the
CWRU Invitational by All-Ohio
Athletic
onference runn er
sophomore Debbie Pagano. Freshmen Molly Lynch and Fmily
Ciecka finished tn the top five for
the Blue Streaks and have been
running welltn practtce. Sophomore Molly Mayer finished thi rd
for Carroll, and 21st overall
Pagano conunued to tmpre s
after last year's stellar rookie season The Poland , Ohio native finished thtrd overall, running the
5,000 meter course in 20:25.8. 1 he
successfu l finish was the nimh
consecutive meet that she was the
ftr tJCU runner to cross the finish
ltne
As a freshman last year, Pagano
fmished 111 the top ten in five of
heretght meets, tncludingtheOAC
Champtonship, where she placed
tem h
This year Pagano has a strong
group of freshmen and sophomores behind her.
Newcomers Lynch and Ciecka
were able to fill in for injured juntor Juhe Thorud and sophomore
Rebecca I< umor. Sophomore
Molly Mayer continued to secure a
soltd spot on the tea m as she ran

well, finishing the race tn 21:48.3.
Senior Penny Roxas rounded out
the top fivejCU runners.
The Streaks finished in a tie for
fifth place with Ohio Wesleyan.
Lanese said she was very Impressed wi th Saturday's meet, noting that tt was their opener and
the first collegiate meet for most
of her team.
She was also pleased with how
well heneam ran withoutThorud
and Kumor,both toprunnersf rom
last year's squad. Lanese expects
for her team to move up from a
fourth placcfimsh in theOAC last
yearw tth the talent she has picked
up this season.
BW took th e women's meet ,
outrunning Allegheny, Case,
Grove City, jCU, Ohio Wesleyan,
Bethany and Hiram.
Both Streak teams run next tomorrow when they travel to the
Allegheny College Invitation al in
Meadville, Pennsylvania.

Bo~~cca~
rt~
h~
y _________
Sports Reporter
With many new faces on board,
the john Carroll University
women 'ssoccer team successfully
kKked off its 1997 season.
The young talent proved to be
the difference in a 4-2 win last
Wednesday at Oberlin College.
Three of the goals were netted by
freshmen , including the game
wmner by Lora McDonald. Fellow freshmen Julie Scaffidi and
Ana Garabis also scored thetr firSt
collegiate goals, helping boost the
Blue Streaks to their first season
opemng victory m three years.
"T he freshmen showed that
they can make an immed iate impact," said head coach Tracy
Blasius, also in her first year at
JCU.
Blasius, a two-tim e Diviswn Ill
All-American at Gettysburg College, comes to Carroll after a twoyear stint as an assistam at the
Un iversity of Vermont. She is looking to bring a new, energetic attitude to the Streaks program.

"Coach Blasius brings more
enthusiasm and is a positive influence for the team, and she IS
lookmg forward to good things,"
semor captain Elizabeth Chambers said.
Followtng the season opening
victory, Carroll traveled to

~~rhe

freshmen

showed that they
can make an
immediate
impact."
Tracy Blasius
Edinboro College Sunday. Unable
to penetra te an aggressive
Ed in borodefense, the Streaks were
blanked, 2-0.
"We need to foc us on coming
together as a team and learning

each other's strengths and weaknesses," Blas1 us said.
The loss at Edinboro will not
shake the young Streaks' confidence, however "We know that
we can play together as a team
and win," said Chambers. "We
proved that we can be successful
right away."
Despite this wave of young talent, Chambers does not fee l that
her role will bedimmished ,rather
that her role as capta in will be
key. "I need to lead by example,
gather the younger players' input,
and make sure that theyareenjoying themselves on the field," said
Chambers,a three-time lett er win·
ner.
JC Utraveled to Geneva College
for a game yesterday, and play in
the Penn State University-Behrend
Tourn ament onSaturday an dSun day in Erie.
"They are very young," Blasius
said, "and as soon as they start be lieving in themselves a little more,
they'll get on the right track towards a successful season.''
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Volleyball copes
as freshmen fill in
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attack tsslowly developmg,as well.
Every so often, 1 see signs of exWtth two ret urm ng letter w1 n- traordmary play out on the floor"
In addition tothef reshman facners watcl11ng from the ben(h,
forcmgthree rresh men to play con- tor three upperclassmen played
siderable roles, the john Carroll integral parts in leading Carroll to
University volleyball team still tts t wovtctories. Hammer and junmanaged to come away with a 2-2 ior Molly Ridenour both t.allted 33
record last weekend at the Tho- kills and combined for 140 digs.
mas More ClassJC.
Laura Slazyk also contr ibuted 13
Playing wit hout juniors Amy kills w go with her 18 blocks.
Hammer's 87 digs g1ves her a
Bakos and Nicole Peterson, the
Blue Streaks (5-3 overall) looked total of l,298,moving her into fifth
to three newcomers to pick up th e place on the all-time career list at
slack Freshmen setters jane JCU . She surpassed Marta
Otckerson and Beth Dyer com- Cutarcl11., who played at Carroll
bined for 106assistsand 44digs in from 1985-1988.
Desptte the som ewhat disapthe four matches. Fellow freshman Marcy Rebhn contnbuted 39 pointing finish at Thomas More,
Hammer believes that the team lS
digs, nine assists. and five aces.
Carroll started slowly by los- 1m proving every day.
ing its first match to Mount St.
"As a team , I think we have a lot
joseph,J2-15, 12-JS,and 3-15. How- of talent and plenty o[ ha r(i workever, it rebound ed to win two of ers," said Hammer "But with any
the next three matches against young team, it's going to take a
Franklin a nd Cardinal St ritch to little time tO learn to play together."
Ca rroll bega n its season the
salvage a fifth place fims h for the
tournament
prevtous week at the Marietta
"We played horrendous 111 the Early Bird Tournament. Victories
first match !against Mount St. jo- in the first three matches of pool
seph)," said scmor captain Lon play put the Streaks into the chamHammer"But we put our mistakes pionship against Ohio Wesleyan.
behind us a nd played wgether as a Fatigue, however, proved to be
team m the nex t one."
their downfall as they lost deciHead
coach
Gretchen sively to Wesleyan 8-15, 14-16,and
Weitbrecht witnessed a lot of posi- 8-15 in the best-of-five match.
tive th ings during last weekend's
"We looked to be physically
spent, which is going to happen
tournament.
"We showed a lot of husde out early in the season," said
there," said We it brecht. "Both our Weitbrecht.
defenseand blocking have tremenBoth Hammer and Ridenour
dous potential, and our !offensive] were named tor he all-tournament
Sports Reporter
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John Carroll

John Carroll's dance team entertains the large Community Day crowd at Wasmer Field
during halftime of Saturday's football game. John Carroll went on to defeat Gamon, 23-9.

team in recognition of their outstanding performances in guiding
the Streaks to a 3-l start. In addition w her 77 digs, Hammer led
John Carroll with 50 kills.
Ridenour recorded 33 kills, 17
blocks, 31 digs, and a team-high
five serving aces
The Streaks are looking forward to the Baldwin-Wallace Invitational to be held in Berea th is
weekend. The competition will
remain tough with the likes of

Penn State-Behrend, Alma, and
defending Ohio Athletic Conference champion Capital in thi s
year's field. Friday's matches begin at 2 p.m. and Sa turday's at 9
a.m.
JCU has enjoyed a fair amount
of success in recent years at the
BW tournament. lt finished second to Bluffton College last year
and took home first place in 1995.
The Streaks hope to improve
on their most recent showing.

"We're pretty excited about
playingatBW,"saidHammer "We
definitelydon't want to finish fifth
again, like we did at Thomas More.
We didn't like that feeling ,so hopefully that will fuel our fire fo r this
week."
After the BW Invitationa l,
Carroll willpray Wooster Wed nesdayin its first match of theseasQ_n
at the Don Shula Sports Center
The match is scheduled to begin
at6:30 p.m

•

••

Men's soccer continues to be haunted by one-goal losses
Mike Scott
Sports. Reporter

1 he men 's soccer team got off
to a less than ant ici pared start this
weekend , opening up the season
with two straight losses in the
Fredonia State Invitational.

In game one,jCU took on host
Fredonia State. The Streaks only
goal camef rom freshman forward
Brian Cavalier as JCU fell, 2-l.
Gametwoended with anotherdifficult one goal loss, this time to
Allegheny College, 1-0.

1HE

WEEK

Lori Hammer

The one goal losses marked the Carroll's recruiting gems. The
eighth and ninth times that the weekend marked the start of a
Streaks have lost by one goal over promising career for a few freshthe past two seasons.
men. Cavalier and fellow fresh"We're all very concerned with man, defender jared Huelsman,
the teams inability to finish were both named to the all-tourgames," JCU assistant coach Rob- nament team. Both players started
ert Straub said ,"but wealsodo not both games of the tournament.
want to start pressing because
"We have an inordinate amount
pressing will only lead to more of freshmen this year," said Straub.
problems."
"Right now we have twelve who
While the losses were indeed are on the squad, and already three
difficult,the tournament was also or four are receiving a good deal of
a time to showcase some of _ playing time. We're very excited

Senior, Volleyball
Her team-leading 87
digs at the Thomas
More Classic moved
her into into fifth
place on the all-time
JCU dig list. She
now has 1,298 in her
career and she leads
the OAC with 5.66
digs per game.

John Priestap
Junior, Football
Caught six passes for
125 yards and a
touchdown in JCU's
23-9 victory over
Gannon on Saturday.
It was his second
straight 100-yard
receiving
game
dating back to last
year.

Carroll News
meeting
W auld you like to write

for The Carroll News?
How about take
photographs, design
graphics or sell ads? Then ·
come to the SAC
Conference Room on
Wednesday September
· l7at 7 p.m.

about this year's rreshmen class,
but at the same time .we feel that
our upperclassmen are top notch."
The freshmen were not theonly
Streak standouts from the
Fredonia State tournament. Senior goalkeeper Gram Mast was a
hero from beginning to end. Mast
stopped six shots in the first game,
and another five in the second,
whtleallowinga total of only three
goals.
Was this weekend a precursor
for the rest of the season? The
Streaks hope not, and Straub feels
that the team should be able to
compete for the Ohio Athletic
Conference championship.
"Every year and every game is a
battle," said Straub. "This year will
be no different. We can't just walk
onto the field with any team and
expect an easy victory. Yet, we
also feel that this is a strong team ,
and when the mix of freshmen
and upperclassmen start to gel we
hope to be at the top of the conference."
Straub said that head coach Ali
Kazemaini feels that this year is
not as much a youth movement as
it is a talent movement.
"Coach Kazemaini feels that if
a player is good enough to start or
receive playing time then he will
play, regardless of his age or his
year in school," Straub added .
The Streaks will face each OAC
opponent team one time, with the
top four teams advancing to the
OAC tournament.
·
The Streaks traveled to Case
Western Reserve University yesterday to play a non-conference
match, and will also travel to Erie
Saturday to take on Penn StateBehrend.
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Volleyball copes
as freshmen fill in
Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter

With twore1urn1ng letter winners watd11ng from the bench,
for mgt hrecf rcshmen toplaycon
iderable roles, the john Carroll
Unive rsity volleyball team still
managed tocomeawaywith a 2-2
record last weekend at the Tho
mas More Classic.
Playing without juntors Amy
Bakos a nd Nicole Peterson, th e
Blue Streaks (5-J overall) looked
to three newcomers to pick up the
slack Freshmen setters Jane
Dickerson and Beth Dyer combined for I06ass1stsand 44digs in
the four matches. Fellow freshman Marcy Reblm contn buted J9
digs, nine asststs, and five aces.
Carroll started slowly by losing its first match to Mount St
joseph,12 l5, 12-15,a ndJ-15 However. It rebounded to wm two of
the next th ree matches against
Frank lin and Ca rd mal Stritch to
sa lvage a fifth place fint sh for the
tournament
"We played horrendous m the
first match [against Mount St j osephl." sa1J semor captain Lon
Hammer. 'But we put our mistakes
behind us and played rogctherasa
team in the next one."
Head
coach
Gretchen
Weitbrecht witnessed a lot of positive th1ngs dunng last weekend 's
tOurname nt
·we s howed a lot of hustle out
there," sa1d Weitbrecht. "Both our
defense and blocking have tremen dous porennal, and our loffensi vel

arrack rsslowlydeveloping,aswell
Every so of ten, I ~ee s1gns of extraordmary play out on the floor."
In addition tothefreshman factor three upperclassmen played
Integral parts in leading Carroll to
ltstwovictories. Hammerandjunior Molly Rrdenour both tallied JJ
kills and combined for 140 digs.
Laura Slazyk also contributed lJ
kills to go with her 18 blocks.
Hammer's 87 digs g1ves her a
total of I ,298,movi ng her intofif th
place on the all-rime career list at
JCU
She surpassed Marra
Curarell~ who played at Carroll
from 1985-1988.
Despne the somewhat disappointing finish at Thomas More,
Hammer believes that the team is
1m proving every day.
"As a team , l think we have a lot
of talent and plenty of hard workers," sa1d Hammer "Bu t with any
young team, it's going to take a
little time to learn to play together.•
Car roll began its season the
previous week at the Marietta
Early Btrd Tournament. Victories
in the first three matches of pool
play put theStreaks into 1he championship against Ohto Wesleyan.
Fatigue, however, proved to be
their downfall as they lost decisive! y to Wesleyan 8-15,14-16,and
8- 15 in the best -of -five marc h.
"We looked to be ph ysica II y
spent, which is going to happen
early in the season," said
Weitbrech t.
Both Hammer and Ridenour
were named tot he all-tournament
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Mike Scott
The men 's socce r tea m got orf
to a less 1han anticipatedsta rtt hi s
weekend , openrng up the season
wtth two straight losses in the
Fredonia State Invit ational.

In game one.JCU took on host
Fredonia State. The Streaks only
goa !came from fres hman forward
Brian Cavalier as JCU fell , 2-l.
Ga me two ended withanotherdifficult one goal loss, this time to
Allegheny College, 1-0.
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Lori Hammer
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John Priestap
Junior, Football
Caught six passes for
125 yards and a
touchdown in JCU's
23-9 victory over
Gannon on Saturday.
It was his second
straight 100-yard
receiving
game
dating back to last
year.
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Kick A Little
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John Carroll

John Carroll's dance team entertains the large Community Day crowd at Wasmer Field
during halftime of Saturday's football game. John Carroll went on to defeat Gamon, 23-9.

team in recognition of their outstand ingperform ancesinguiding
the Streaks to a J-1 start. In addition to her 77 digs, Hammer led
john Carroll with 50 kills.
Ridenou r recorded 33 kills, 17
blocks, 31 digs. and a team-high
five serving aces.
The Streaks are looki ng forward to the Ba ldwin-Wallace Invitationa l to be held in Berea th is
weekend. The competition will
remain tough with the likes of

Penn State-Behrend, Alma, and
defending Ohio Athletic Conference champion Capital in thi s
year's field. Friday's matches be gin at 2 p.m . and Saturday's at 9
a.m.
JCU has enjoyed a fai r amou nt
of success in recent years at the
BW tournament It finished second to Bluffton College last year
and took home first place in 1995.
The Streaks hope to improve
on their most recent showing.

The one goal losses marked the
eighth and ninth times that the
Streaks have lost by one goal over
the past two seasons.
"We're all very concerned With
the teams inability to finish
games," JCU assistan t coach Robert Straub said , "but wealsodonot
want to start pressing because
pressing will on I y lead to more
problems."
While the losses were indeed
difficull, the tournament was also
a ti me to showcase some of •

Carroll's recruiting gems. The
weekend marked the start of a
promising career for a few freshmen. Cavalier and fell ow freshman, defender Ja red Huelsm an,
were both named to the all-tournamentteam. Both players started
both games of the tournament
"We have an inordinate amount
off reshmen this year," said Straub.
"Right now we have twelve who
are on thesquad,and already three
or four are receiving a good deal of
play ing time. We're very excited

Senior, Volleyball
Her team-leading 87
digs at the Thomas
More Classic moved
her into into fifth
place on the all-time
JCU dig list. She
now has 1,298 in her
career and she leads
the OAC with 5.66
digs per game.
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"We're pretty excited about
playingatBW,"said Hamme r. "We
definitelydon't want to finish fifth
again, like we did at Thomas More.
Wedidn't like that feeling ,so hopefully that will fuel our fire forth is
week"
After the BW Invitat ional,
Carroll will pray Wooster Wednesday in its first match of thesea~n
at the Don Shula Sports Center.
The match is sc heduled to begin
at6JO p.m.
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Men's soccer continues to be haunted by one-goal losses
Sports Reporter
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Carroll News
meeting
Wauld you like to write
for The Carroll News?
How about take
photographs, design
graphics or sell ads? Then ·
come to the SAC
Conference Room on
Wednesday September
· l7at 7 p.m.

about this year's freshmen class,
but at the same time.we feel that
our upperclassmen are top note h-"
The freshmen were not the only
Streak standouts from the
Fredonia State tournament. Senior goalkeeper Grant Mast was a
hero from beginning to end. Mast
stopped six shots in the first game,
and another five in the second ,
whileallowinga total of on ly three
goals
Was this weekend a precursor
for the rest of the season 7 The
Streaks hope not, and Straub feels
that the team should be able to
compete for the Ohio Athletic
Conference c hampionship.
"Every year and every game is a
batrle,"saidStraub. "Th isyearwill
be no different. We ca n'tjust walk
onto the field with any team and
expect an easy victory. Yet, we
also feel tha t this is a strong team ,
and when the mix of freshmen
and upperclassmen start to gel we
hope to be at the top of the co nference."
Straub said that head coach Ali
Kazemaini feels that this year is
not as much a youth movement as
it is a talent movement.
"Coach Kazemaini feels that if
a player is good enough to start or
receive playing time then he will
play, regardless of his age or his
year in school," Straub added .
The Streaks will face eac h OAC
opponent team one time, with the
top four teams advancing to the
OAC tournament.
·
The Streaks traveled to Case
Western Reserve University yesterday to play a non-conference
match, and will also travel to Erie
Saturday to take on Penn StateBehrend.
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Broken
Promises
We come to this university as students who are immediately
faced w11 n deadlmes. In wruing we rece1 ve a syllabi that clearly
stipulates exactly what is expected of us through the entire
semester To be a successful student, it is crucial that we complete all that is required. As we all know, deadlines often have a
way of sneaking upon us, catching us off guard and leaving us
scrambltng to get tntngs.done. Unfulfilled expectations can be
disappointing to everyone, and the residents of Rodman Hall
and tnejesuit priests know this all too well
As room sign-ups arnved, students who opted for Rodman
Hall over Campion or Hamlin, did so under the impression that
certatn expectations would be met Plans for renovation during
the summer led students to believe that when they entered their
new dorm in the fall, they would see freshly painted walls,
laundry facilities, a third floor lounge with a big screen T.V, a
computer lab, and a monthly dinner in the Rodman dining hall.
So far, the residents of Rodman have come back to unpainted
rooms, holes in walls, no laundry machines, theirthird floor TV
lounge turned into the RHD's room, no cable T.V. in the lounge
they do have, no computer lab, and a dining hall jam-packed
with old furniture and boxes. Students were also told that they
would have the option to choose whether to keep furniture,
shelving and carpet that was lcf t behind af terthe priests moved
our. Instead, students moved into rooms basically in the same
condition the priests leftthem, with the exception of theirfurniture bemg replaced with old Bernet furniture. And, instead of
Res. life removing carpet, shelves, etc., residents' friends and
parents could be seen doing their own "renovations." Needless to
say, this was not what they expected.
While Rodman Hall residents may feel let down and disappointed by thei r less-than-perfect li vingconditions, they can be
grateful to say that they have a place to live, a place in which
many of them have made the best of it, regardless of whether
their expectations were met. The jesuits can't even say that. The
end of the sum mer deadline for the com pterion of the "jesuit
mansion" has obviously not been met.
In light of the situation with Rodman and the uitmanslon,
whatarestudentssupposed to expect with the soon to be Bernet
apartments? One cannot help but be disappointed when deadlines and expectations are not met. Given the track record that
has developed with Rodman and the new Jesuit house, one can
only wonder if similar deadlines will be met in the future. !(the
renovations of Bernet lack completion, students may find themselves homeless like the jesuits.

Mistake on the Lake?

1111:'.

HITS &
HIT: Back to campus. miss: Back to class. HIT: Welcome Back
Week. miss: Taking a class because you really wanted that
teacher, and finding out a last minute change leaves you with that
teacher you really didn't want. HIT: Students liven-up the long-time
Jesuit residence, Rodman Hall. missed: The deadline for the new
Jesuit house. HIT: Bernet Hall closed for renovation. Let's hope it's
Fall1998 deadline is met.
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Times to remember
This past week I watched my brother pack up
his room and head off to his freshman year of
college. I too be~an school, my senior year here at
John Carroll Uruversity.
My senior year. It seems like it was only yesterday I was leaving home for the
first time - saying good-bye to
high school friends with the
sworn promise to write once a
week (it turned out more like once
a semester), wondering how I
could possibly share a room w ith
another person, and naively believing I'd be up at 6:30 a.m. to
begin my day (ha!)

Stacy Miros

Why is it that once someone or something is branded with
a negative label that label tends to become a stigma that one
cannot escape? So easily do we forget positive attributes or steps
towards progress, yet moments of weakness or troubled times
can often be recalled with rhe blink of an eye. Human nature
f requemly leads one to keep beating the dead horse while ignoring the one that's alive. This type of folly is what still seems to
afflict our very own Cleveland, Ohio. There are still those who
would rather be blind to the new Cleveland because they enjoy
kickmgaround the old "m istake on the lake."
Whoever coined the aforementioned phrase referring to
Cleveland as a "mistake," probably had no idea that this description would stick so relentlessly. While Cleveland did suffer
greatly due to the Depression and was possibly hurt worse than
any other U.S. city, this does not and should not negate the type
of city Cleveland is now and is still becoming. Yet, almost 60
years later, Clevela nd is still envisioned as a run-downcity on its
last legs. But, nothing could be farther from the truth.
Any way you look at it, the ~new and improved" Cleveland
can be summed up in one word: success. Cleveland has made a
comeback unequaled by any other city in the nation. The cultural and entertainment sectors of downtown Cleveland speak
for themselves. But for those non-clevelanders who are hard of
hearing, how does a $55 million Science Cenrer, $161 million
dollar jacobs Field, $118 million Gund Arena and a recently
opened $92 m1llion Rock and Roll Hall of Fame sound? And for
the more c ul rural! y sophisticated crowd, Greater Cleveland has
more than 12 accreditec.l museums and the world renowned
Cleveland Orchestra. Not too much of a mistake on this side of
the lake, that's for sure.
Aside from all of this, there are a few little known [acts that
may surprise some Cleveland disbelievers. According ro Places
Rated Almanac, Cleveland is the 14th best place toliveout of 343
metropolitan areas in North America. If Cleveland is such a
mistake, how must those other 329 cities look?
. Clevelanders can lay their heads down to rest at night knowmg that eve n though Cleveland is not the #I best place to live,
there are still 329 other cil!es which are worse. And hey, that
am't so bad
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As I watched my brother pack,
I found myself wanting to share with him every
secret I learned on how to survive college.
My advice was tinged with a jealousy knowing
he was entering a stage of his life with new opportunities, new people and new experiences. I began
to get a little nostalgic for the days when my biggest
problem was corning up with a topic for my informative speech, not wondering where I will be next
year at this time.
But then I realized, I too was entering another
phase of my life. Instead of comparing myself to a
freshman and lamenting over days I can never relive, I, along with my friends, who have grown over
the past three years, should concentrate on what is
probably our last year together before we move on
to new lives. Next year, other Carroll students will
be enjoying the first snowfall on the quad, sleeping
through Sociology 101, and occupying our favorite
booth at TavCo.
I have grown since my freshman year. My experiences here have shaped me into an adult ready to
face challenges after graduation. I am glad I did not
realize too late to relish college life while it lasts
before rent, loan payments and job hunting become
a reality.

So to my graduating class of 1998, we should
enjoy our time together here at Carroll. And freshmen (my brother especially), remember your friends
and memories of Carroll are never replaceable.
Make every moment, good and bad, a part of you.
After three years here I have learned I may not
always have a home at John Carroll, but part of
Carroll will always remain part of me.
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Editorial Opinion

Broken
Promises
We come lO this university as stUdents who are immediately
faced wll h deadlines. In writing we recetve a syllabi that clearly
stipulates exactly what is expected of us through the entire
semester To be a successful student, n is crucial that we complete all that is required. As we all know, deadlines often have a
way of sneaking up on us, catching us off guard and leaving us
scrambling to get things done. Unfulfilled expectations can be
disappointing to everyone, and the residents of Rodman Hall
and thejesmt priests. know this all too well
As room sign-ups arnved , students who opted for Rodman
Hall over CampJOn or Hamlin, did so under the impression that
cenam expectations would be met. Plans for renovation during
the summer led students ro believe that when theyemered their
new dorm in the falL they would see freshly painted walls,
laundr y fac1hnes, a third floor lounge wah a big screen T.V., a
computer lab, and a monthly dinner in the Rodman dining hall.
So far, the residents of Rodman have come back to unpainted
rooms, holes in walls, no laundry machines, their third floor T.V.
lounge turned imo the RHO's room, no cable IV. m the lounge
they do have, no computer lab, and a dining hall jam -packed
with old furniture and boxes. Students were also told that they
would have the option to choose whether to keep furniture,
shelving and carpet that was left behind afterthe priests moved
out Instead, students moved into rooms basically in the same
condi tion the priests left them, with the exception of theirfurniture being replaced with old Bernet furniture. And, instead of
Res Life removing carpet, shelves, etc., residents' friends and
parents could be seen doing their own "renovations." Needless to
say, this was not what they expected.
While Rodman Hall residents may feel let down and disappointed by their less-than-perfect living conditions, they can be
grateful to say that they have a place to live, a place in which
many of them have made the best of it, regardless of whether
their expectations were met. Thejesuitscan'tevensay that The
end of the summer deadline for the completion of the "jesuit
rna nsion" has obviously not been met.
tn light of the situation with Rodman and the] s it mansion,
what arestudentssupposed to expect with the soon to be Bernet
apartments? One cannot help but be disappointed when deadlines and expectations are not met. Given the track record that
has developed with Rodman and the new Jesuit house, one can
only wonder if similar deadlines wilt be met in the future. If the
renovations of Bernet lack completion, students may find themselves homeless like the jesuits.

Mistake on the Lake?

HITS &
HIT: Back to campus. miss: Back to class. HIT: Welcome Back
Week. miss: Taking a class because you really wanted that
teacher, and finding out a last minute change leaves you with that
teacher you really didn't want. HIT: Students liven-up the long-time
Jesuit residence, Rodman Hall. missed: The deadline for the new
Jesuit house. HIT: Bernet Hall closed for renovation. Let's hope it's
Fall1998 deadline is met.

Staff Commentary

Times to remember
This past week I watched my brother pack up
his room and head off to his freshman year of
college. I too be~an school, my senior year here at
John Carroll Uruversity.
My senior year. It seems like it was only yesterday I was leaving home for the
first time - saying good-bye to
high school friends with the
sworn promise to write once a
week (it turned out more like once
a semester), wondering how I
could possibly share a room with
another person, and naively believing I'd be up at 6:30a.m. to
begin my day (ha!)

Stacy Miros

Why is it that once someone or somethi ng is branded with
a negative label, that label tends to become a stigma that one
cannot escape? Soeasilydo weforget positiveattributesorsteps
towards progress, yet moments of weakness or troubled times
can often be recalled with the blink of an eye. Human nature
frequently leads one to keep beating the dead horse while ignoring the one that's alive. This type of folly is what still seems to
afflict our very own Cleveland, Ohio. There are still those who
would rather be blind to the new Cleveland because they enjoy
kicking around the old "mistake on the lake."
Whoever coined the aforementioned phrase referring to
Cleveland as a "mistake," probably had no idea that this description would stick so relentlessly. While Cleveland did suffer
greatly due to the Depression and was possibly hurt worse than
any other U.S. city, this does not and should not negate rhe type
of city Cleveland is now and is still becoming. Yet, almost 60
years later,Cleveland isstillenvisionedas a run-downcityon its
last legs. But, nothing could be farther from the truth.
Any way you look at it, the"new and improved"Cleveland
can be summed up in one word: success. Cleveland has made a
comeback unequaled by any other city in the nation. The cultural and entertainment sectors of downtown Cleveland speak
for themselves. But for those non-clevelanders who are hard of
hearing, how does a $55 million Science Cemer, $161 million
dollar Jacobs Field, $118 million Gund Arena and a recently
opened $92 million Rock and Roll Hall of Fame sound? And for
the more cultural! y sophisticated crowd, Greater Cleveland has
more than 12 accredned mLLo;eums and the world renowned
Cleveland Orchestra. Not too much of a mistake on this side of
the lake, that's for sure.
Aside from all of this, there are a few little known facts that
may surprise some Cleveland disbeliever& According to Places
Rated Almanac, Cleveland is the 14th best place tohveoutof 343
metropolitan areas in Nonh America. If Cleveland is such a
mistake, how must those other 329 ctties look?
. Clevelanders can lay their heads down to resr at night knowmg that even though Cleveland is not the #I best place to live,
there are still329 other cities whtch are worse. And hey, that
ain't so bad
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As I watched my brother pack,
I found myself wanting to share with him every
secret llearned on how to survive college.
My advice was tinged with a jealousy knowing
he was entering a stage of his life with new opportunities, new people and new experiences. I began
to get a little nostalgic for the days when my biggest
problem was coming up with a topic for my informative speech, not wondering where I will be next
year at this time.
But then I realized, I too was entering another
phase of my life. Instead of comparing myself to a
freshman and lamenting over days I can never relive, I,alongwithmy friends, who have grown over
the past three years, should concentrate on what is
probably our last year together before we move on
to new lives. Next year, other Carroll students will
be enjoying the first snowfall on the quad, sleeping
through Sociology 101, and occupying our favorite
booth at TavCo.
I have grown since my freshman year. My experiences here have shaped me into an adult ready to
face challenges after graduation. I am glad I did not
realize too late to relish college life while it lasts
before rent, loan payments and job hunting become
a reality.
So to my graduating class of 1998, we should
enjoy our time together here at Carroll. And freshmen (my brother especially),rememberyow friends
and memories of Carroll are never replaceable.
Make every moment, good and bad, a part of you.
After three years here I have learned I may not
always have a home at John Carroll, but part of
Carroll will always remain part of me.
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Oassified ads cost $3.00 for the fiJSI ten wOlds and $.20 for each additional word To place a
classified ad, it mUSI be typed or handwritten clearly and legibly and sent to or droppec! off at the
Carroll News office with payment. OassifJ<:d ads wiU not run wit_rout pre-payment. Oassifieds
wilt not be taken over the pflone. Tile deadline for dass•fJed ads IS noon of the Monday pnor to
publication.
For AD Rates and Information
Business: (216) 397-4398
Fax I Data: (216) 397-1729
General Info: (2t6)397-t711

Coconuts Music and Movies is
in need of sales associates and
key holders for its South Euclid
location. Apply in person.
13975-77 Cedar Road , South
Euclid,orca11321-0525. Days,
evenings, and weekend shifts
available. EOE.

Babysitter needed to watch 3
children occasional evenings
and weekends .
Flexible
schedule, walking distance to
JCU, light housekeeping.
Please call 321-3545.
Babysitter needed. Cleveland
Hts. Two young children. Must
be available two Saturday
eveningspermonth. Musthave
references. Call Cindy at 3217657.

Growing East Side firm is
searching for a self-starter to
coordinate & process all mail.
Entry level position requires
trong organizational and time
management skills. Part time
weekdays. Call Francie 9-5
weekdays at 464-5490.

Babysitter wanted in University
Heights. Experienced. Own
transportation. Call Belinda at
291-1826.

Male or female student. Parttime. Hours flexible. Typing
and computer data entry. 15
min. from school. Call Rose at
765-8402.

Child care needed in our home
for our 6, 4, and 3-year-old
children. Thursday 11:45 a.m.
- 2 p.m.; some Tuesday

afternoons. We pay well for
responsible, loving care .
Walking distance from Gesu/
JCU. Contact Chris at 3817584.

MISCELLANEOUS
#1 Campus Fundraiser. Raise
all the money your group needs
by sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiseron your campus. No
investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation,
so why not call for information
today. Ca111-800-323-8454ext.
95.
Free T-Shirt + $1000. Credit
Card fund raisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning a
whopping $5.00 I VISA
application. Call 1-800-932-

SNOOZE BUSTERS
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0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
receive free t-shirt.
Would you like to regularly
attend non-Catholic services
off-campus but have no
transportation? Do you drive
regularly to such services and
have room for a passenger? Call
Ruth in Campus Ministry, 3974717, and we will arrange
matches if possible.
Experienced basssingerwanted
for men's a cappella quartet.
Contact Mike at 691-0759.
Increase your memory, focus,
and comprehension using
hypnosis and guided imagery.
Special Student rates. Call Sally
J. Triggs, M.Ed., C.Ht. at 216918-9119.

E-mail 10 the CN
at:
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PLACE YOUR

PERSONAL AD

* Embarass a friend
*M9ck people or
thmgs'"
*Get your name in
the paper
Drop your message off at the
CN office or e-mail us at
CarrollNews@jcvaxa.jcu.edu
before Monday at noon and be
sure to indicate 'PERSONAL' on
the top. Ads will be printed on a
first-come first-serve basis.
Don't forget to include your
name and phone number for
verification!
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Mail co us at:
The Carroll News
2070J Nonh Park BoulevaJd
UniversityHeights, OH44118
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ACROSS
I "Great
Expectalions" lad
4 Unrefmed
9 Proof
follow-up
12 Anonymous Jobn
13 Therefore
14 Ginseng
plant
15 Makes
the CUI
17 Berlin's
"What'll
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This game will tell your fortune for the day. It's a
numerical puzzle designed to spell out your fortune.
Count the letters in your first name. If the number of
lellers is 6 or more, subtract 4. If the number is less
than 6, add 3. The result is your key number. Start at
the upper left-hand corner and check one of your key
numbers, left to right. Then read the message the
leller under the checked figures give you.

I

2

3

4

1
This is a three- X word square. That is to say. three
of four words reading the same both across and down,
and defined below, have X's in place as clues to their
identities. Definitions are as follows:
1. Company agents.
2 This way out.
3. Puckish one.
4. Hades' river.
Remember, X's are clues and remam in place.

X

2

X

3

me!··

X

4

(I

~VI)
l. What was World War I referred to before World
War 11 broke out?

2. What letter is on the hot water tap in France?

3. Name the only presidential grandson to
become president.

"Don't worry, honey, it's
probably just a phase."

18 Indivisible
19 Winston
Cuporg.
21 Alcoholic
drink
24 Frenzied
25 Name in
Bunnese
history
26 Vast
expanse
28 Supponer
of the ans?
31 React to
red
33 Kreskin's
claim
35 PrefiX
meaning
"beyond"
36 Clan
emblem
38 Paid player
40 Pinch
41 "Woe is

4. Which winter Olympic event combines crosscountry skiing and target shooting?

43 Tolerntes
45 Updated
47 Les
hommes
48 "-Blue?"
49 He had a
hunch
54 Ultramodemist
55 Loosen,
in a way
56 A question
ofmanne
57
SIS
~8 Chopin
piece

~~

I Promptly
2 Chit
3 Cause of
royal
insomnia
41'willedcotton
trousers
5 Gridiron
VIP
6 Blackbird
7 Extended
vocal solo
8 Opening
remark?
9Cause
of that
sinking
feeling
10 Snorri's
stories
11 Means of
access
16 Bud's

20 Daytime
TV entry
21 Intense
appetite
22 Busy with
23 "Wall
Street

circuits
32Soccer
legend
34Spoke
highly of
37 Costume
ball
39 Bind
legally
42 Performanceof
dexterity
44 Doctrine
45 Actress
Thmer
46 So be it
50 'The
Simpsons"
storekeeper
S I Res istance unit
52 Buck's
mate
53 Make the
fmal paymen! on

